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Enrollment
Services
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Long Elevator
Lines. at
18t'h Street
Students Claim
Unbearable

-"'.

By Eric Lopez Jr.
Baruch students have becorrre accustomed to the beginning of the semester lines at the
bookstore and Registrar's Of- .
fice, but many students claim
New building site where explosion occurred.
the half-an-hour wait, at best,
to enter the 18th Street building for the first evening session
is too much to handle.
Many students can't believe
the length of these lines, which
lead out of the building at approximately 5:30 p.m. and fall a
couple of feet short of Park Avenue Soqth. Students are frus- By Malika Thompson
trated over their inability to get
The Baruch Community was the area causing security to evacuto their classes on time and as- shaken up by an underground ex- ate students and faculty from the
sert that the 25 minutes travel- plosion thatfraz.zled the area when 25th
street
building.
ing time between classes is not construction workers at Baruch's
'We weren't sure what was
enough to arrive to cl-ass on time. newest building site on 25th Street going to happen, so they evacuated
. .One student, Patty 'I'usay.. .accidentally. drilled through .an the building. The smoke condisays that the wait to get into electrical feeder line. .
tions could have fled into the 25th
the building is unbearable.
The explosion, which occurred street buifding," said Thomas
When asked how shedeals\vi Hi ..dIrectlY -rnrrol!t' or'tn~rslEast-· --sclnnidt, Cbief Engineer.'- .-.~._ ..
it, she said, "I try not to leave 25th Street (Baruch's Library
The NewYork Fire Departinent
the building. If I knew I have a Building) sent flames screeching rushed to the scene to stop the fire
class after 5 o'clock and I'm al- many feet into the air on Monday, from spreading onto the street
ready in the buildingl stay here. August26.DrillingsPecialistsfrom whilethepolicedepartmentevacuEven if I do nothing." She goes subcontractor,WarrenGeorge,lnc. ated 25th street between Lexingon to say that she avoids leav- were working on an underground ton &. 3rd. It wasn't until Con
ing the building in the evening, pipe tunnel that will connect the Edison cut the power to the feeder
sometimes waiting inside the heating and cooling systems from that the fire stopped. The feeder
building for two hours for her the 25th street building with was then removed and replaced.
next class to begin.
Baruch's newest building under
The building was officially
There are several reasons construction on Lexington Ave.
closed for the remainder of the day
for this delay. The most obvious
According to Baruch's security by President Goldstein and the Vice
one is the influx of freshmen department, at approximately 1:50 President ofAdministration, James
this year, who tend to have most p.m. heavy flames and smoke con- Murtha.
ditions, that lasted approximately
continued on page 3
continued on page 3
three hours, started to develop in

Underground Explosion at 25th
Street Disrupts Registration
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Captive Audience Assures
College Bookstore Profits
By Coby Herd
Three out of five students interviewed last week expressed outrage and dismay at the initial cost
and lack of "required course texts"
stocked by the Baruch bookstore
location of Follett College Stores.
Follett, the industry leader operating more than 500 locations nationwide, generated more profits
than Barnes and Noble in fiscal
1995 but cannot seem to plan far
enough ahead to assure students
the textbooks needed partially confirmed by early registration last
May.
Manager Timothy Moreland
defended the high book prices saying that the publishers set the initial suggested retail price and 'We
just tack on twenty bucks." He com-

pared this process with Staples, a
major stationary store located
across the street from 360'& Buying in bulk. ''The supplier sets the
price, no matter how out of line it
may seem. From there we have to
add on our 25% to make a profit.
You don't complain about the prices
of pens and pencils, do you?" he
asked. The price of the required'
textbook for the introductorycourse
in Computer Information Systems
is $85, while a Bic pen costs 79 cents.
According to U.S. News and
World Report, theestimated increase
in college textbook prices since 1982
has skyrocketed 90%, keeping pace
with the increase in new home costs.
New car costs, food expenditures,
and median family income have not
continued on page 5
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Centerfor VISWIIIy Impaired Launches Talking Directory
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tactile map and a touch tone key Transit which are accessible fective this device is and then see
how worthwhile it will be to expad.
through the station.
'We are the only center which
The kiosk audially directs the pand it to other areas."
Gupta as well as Karen
is using a computer aided design user to place his hand on the map
system to create something like and then directs him to where the Gourgey,. Director of the Center,
this. As far as I know, it is the first kiosk is located and helps users to hopes that the kiosk will be sucofits kind," says Krishan M. Gupta, . find different locations from that cessful and that soon the Center
will be involved in product develmanager of the tactual graphic point.
project at the center.
''The biggest advantage is the opment and will be able to make
"Wh~ ~~~ the J!l~l.t.i-sen- sense ofindependence, the sense of similar kiosks for transit facilities,
soryi iffl~jnfor:n:a~iOil:at> "~in~ instead of depen~ museums and large complex areas.
Meanwhile the CCVIP at
tractsus~~~~~Cl~~I~~p_:e~-'_I:Q.g ~ 0+_.,- ._ ~ ~'t~ery pOSIence and InvIting users to try It- tive thing~"Qiii?~?fthe kiosk.. Baruch continues to make Braille
~
out. A proxirn- He adds that there'?s a -vacuum for subway maps in plastic binders for
..
ity detector such technology which helps the different boroughs. These maps
senses any visually impaired who strive to be have Braille legends and large, bold
face printed directions behind
user who ap- independent.
proaches it
Not only will the system be them. They are larger than regular
"
~....
and then the beneficial to the visually impaired maps because things printed in
session begins. but, according to Sam Zambuto, Braille occupy more space, so that
Users can spokesperson for the Long Island not as much detail is shown.
access infor- RailRoad, to the over 213,000 comGupta says, ''The school is an
mation such as muters who use Penn Station on a agent for being useful to the comLIRR destina- typical workday.
munity by being involved in retions, specific
"I was impressed at the unit. It search in terms of how best to contracks and provides another level of inforrna- vey information to others."
boardingcorri- tion for our disabled customers
The kiosk was developed in
dors and ma- beyond what we have been able to collaboration with the American
jar station ex- put in place with the $190 million Foundation for the Blind and the
its through the spent to make our station more Stein Partnership. Assistance was
keypad and user-friendly and accessible to the also derived from the Federal Trantactile map. physically challenged," Zambuto sit Act as amended, through a coInformation is says.
.operative agreement with_ the
: also provided
Douglas Sussman, deputy di- United States Department ofTransrector for government and commu- portation, Federal Transit Adminis•~ for NYC sub.
way serv ice , nity relations for the MTA, says tration and Project ACTION of The
'~Amtrak and
that although the kiosk is experi- National Easter Seal Society.
o
~ New Jersey
mental, ''We will evaluate how ef-

By Andrew Scott

The visually impaired will have
:::: help navigating around Penn Sta~ tion thanks to a talking kiosk in~ stalled at the lower level in the
Ci Long Island Rail Road terminal by
CD
en Baruch's Computer Center for Visually Impaired People (CCVIP).
Launched, September 9th, the
kiosk is a Talking Directory Display System (TDDS), a three-sided
structure which houses a computer,
speakers" a touch tablet with a
co

.
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LIRR's Talking Kiosk: a Step into the Future

Baruch. Community Welcomes Freshmen
By Kenneth Chan

encouraged students to start getting serious in their first semester and warned of the typical trials and pitfalls of the first year in

that students would have to masBaruch faculty and administer to be competitive in college
tration gathered at Morris Hall,
and the working world .and how
the auditorium at the 23rd Street
Baruch would prepare them.
building, on SeptemDavid Kinzelberg, .
ber 5th for the Openthe new President of
ing Convocation ~er-·
-, Day Session Student
emony to welcome
Government urged
the freshmen class of
students to partici2001 and officially
. pate in their school.
open the academic
''If there is one thing
year.
that you can do to
The goal of the
benefit yourself and
Convocation was to
Baruch College ·as a
introduce the enterwhole, it's to get ining class to the facvolved in a club," said
ulty and administraKinzelberg. "Grades
tors of the college, alcount but unfortulowing the students
nately grades are not
a chance to meet the
enough," he warned
people with who they
the lightly packed auwould have to deal
ditorium.
with in the following
A video presentafour years: Among
tion, displaying the
those present on
expanded abilities of
stage were President
the newly refurof Baruch College,
bished auditorium,
Matthew Goldstein,
capped off the cerPro V 0 s t L 0 i s
" - r e m o n y by highlightC ron hoi m , Vic e
_ ing the many ameniPresident for Stugties and opportunident Development
~ ties.
offered
by
and
Counseling,
'IS Baruch.
Afterward,
Samuel D. Johnson,
~ students had mixed
The Registrar, Tho- .
opinions on the usemas McCarthy, and President Goldstein Welcomes Freshmen at Convocation.
fulness of the event
Alexa Louge, Dean of the School college. "It tested the ability. of a
"It was interesting to meet all
of Liberal Arts and Sciences.·
human being to get through on a the people you will have to deal
The Convocation also pre- few hours sleep," said Rosner, with," said Danielle Ysaac. ''The
sented an opportunity for the relating to his own freshmen ex- information on internships was
speakers to advise the new stu- perience at City College.
interesting too," she added.· But
dents on how to bestut.ilize.their..The.-.subsequent....speeches h¥ .. others-.were-less.impressed. _. ''It_.
next four years at Baruch. The President Goldstein, Dean was not helpful. I thoUght it would
presiding speaker, Professor Johnson and Distinguished Pro- be different, more like orientaDavid Rosner, though unable to fessors of English, John tion." said Nicole Pidkimeney.
attend in person, addressed the Brenkman and David Reynolds Friend Tracy Ryan agreed: "All
audience through a letter. He stressed the skills and discipline this stuff you already knew."
d
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Changes in Enrollment Services, McCarthy
Steps Down as Director
conitnued from front page

for all students.
The College's administration
is striving to facilitate enrollmentrelated services through technology wherever possible. ''Transfer
evaluations and degree audits will
be done by computer," says Registrar Eliza Tom, stressing that this
change was already supposed to
have been put into effect for this
registration period, but was not
due to technical complications.
In a memorandum informing
the College community of the impending changes, Financial Aid
Director James Murtha asserts,
"The automated processing of
registrarial functions. . . will
greatly enhance our services to
all students and will heighten our
appeal to transfer students."
But the stride towards automatization has not been painless. On the first day of late registration, NYNEX suspended the
Baruch Online Student System
(BOSS) telephone line, so that
...: -

-.

-.

~

-

many more students registering
had to be accommodated in person than had been expected.
The fault was with the main
telephone registration line. Students could only use the BOSS
system if someone was using the
802-BOSS extension and their call
got transferred to another line in
the hunt group. If the main line
was free, the students could not
access BOSS.
"We were here until after 8
o'clock in the evening," says Eliza
Tom. ''We took care of all the students, but this was something we
were not planning to do," she adds.
The changes in remediation
classes were another factor which
played a major part in bringing
havoc to late registration. In order to better overall academic
standards, the College administration has decided to implement
a new, stricter policy on
remediation. A student who fails
the same remedial course twice is
automatically dismissed from the
College.

The lower-level remedial
courses are no longer being offered at Baruch, which has forced
over 1000 students to take these
courses at CUNY community colleges or under the continuing
studies program at Baruch.
"It's not true that students
were not allowed to register,"
maintains Eliza Tom, "Their
schedules were modified and, in
some cases, they were not very
happy about it." She goes on to
say, however, that the students
were forewarned well in advance
of the imminent changes.
"Last spring, students in each
remedial course were told that they
would have to take the courses at.
Baruch during the summer if they
failed the courses. I guess some of
them simply decided to disregard
that and went on vacation instead,"
Tom maintains.
Mr. McCarthy has been on vacation
and was not available for comment
in time for publication.

. egistrauon
·
·
R
Disrupted
continued from front page

The explosion was considered
secondary to most Baruch students who were more concerned
with late registration, which was
complicated when NYNEX shut
down the BOSS phone registration, forcing students to register
In person.
"It's bad enough that we have
registration problems, now this. I
wonder if I'll ever get in my
classes," complained a junior
when told he could not re-enter
the building.
"Most of the students remained calm," said Sergeant Williams of Barite Security on hand
at the explosion. "They just
wanted to get back in the building to register."
While no students were hurt,
it was reported that one
firefighter was taken to St.
Vincent's Hospital with ear injuries from the explosion.
According to Jane Crotty,
spokeswoman for Baruch, there
have been no plans to take Warren George Inc., off the contract.

18th Street
Elevator
Congestion
continued from front page

of their classes scheduled In
tnEfTBf1i ··Street-ouilOifig.··

.
Another reason for the extreme delay is unlike day session classes, evening classes are
not as staggered. Most classes
begin and end at the same time,
congesting the buildings with
the most traffic.
.
There was one improvement
in this situation last week. The
group of elevators that goes to
the 13th floor and above has
had its stops changed. The normally alternating stops from the
13th floor to the 19th have been
changed. There is now one express stop on the 15th floor. This
now moves that line quite rapidly. The only drawback to this
tactic is that students have to
walk to the floor where classes
meet from the 15th floor.
Three to four security
guards are present to direct traffic and avoid any major disasters, but the problem still prevails.
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caLLElil1i PERSDNNEL
Dr. Ronald Aaron, Associate Dean of Students: ron_aaron@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. CarlAylman, Director of Student Life: carl_aylman@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Debbie Bick, Associate Director of Student Life:debbie_bick@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Lisa Goldstein, Director of Freshman Orientation:lisa~old.stein@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. Samue! Johnson, Vi~e President for Student DevelopmentlDean of Students: sam-Johnson@scsu.sitea.barJlch.cuny.edu
Dr. Carl Kirschner, Assistant Dean of Students: carCkirschner@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Sharon Lai, Assistant Director, Office of Student Life: sharon_Iai@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Luz Rodriguez, Office of Student Life: luz_rodriguez@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Marcy Roe, Office of Student Life: marcy_roe@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Jeanette Shuck, Office of Student Life: jeanette_shuck@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.-edu
Dr. Mark Spergel, Director of Evening and Graduate Student Services: mark_spergel@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Susan White, Office of Student Life: susan_white@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
DEPAATMENTB/DFIGlANIZATIDNS
Day Session Student Government (see above under Day Session Student Government)
Evening Session Student Association: essa@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Graduate Student Assembly: gsa@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Hillel Foundation of New York: hilleCfoundation@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Newman Catholic Center: newman_center@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Student Computer Services Unit: scsu@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu

1402-1300

I

Note: To subscribe to a listserver, send an e-mail message to the listserver address shown above with SUBSCRIBE as the subject.

DTH~R INTERNET··BE~ES

\NEiB BITEB

.

. ;Sa.r~~.hColl~g~:J~t~p:/lbbw~l>.s.ite_~~J;>amch...c uny.edu/ _'.
..
Baruch College School of Business; bttp:/Jbus.baruch.cuny.edu
City University of New York: http://www.cuny.edu/
Student Development and Counceling: http://scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
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PARAMUS: MS Drive. east of At 17, next to Paramus Part Mall . .
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SELDEN: Middle Country and CR 83 Patchogue-Mount Sinai Rds

696-7336

WHITEPlAINS: Westchester Pavilion. South Broadway, west of 1-287

686-6307
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Poor Management Sited For Long Lines, Lack of Titles in Bookstore

$ .'

Extended Back To School Shopping Hours NO\·J Through Sept 15: Sun. 1Dam - 6prn r.lon-Frl. Bam ·1 Oprn Sat 9am- 9pm

LAWRENCE: Burnside Ave. and Rockaway Turnpike

This directory is maintained by the Student Computer Services Unit (SCSU), and published by The Ticker as a public service. The SCSU was
created -hy the Bernard M. Baruch College Association, Inc. to provide organizations funded by the College Association with computer-related
services. To submit Baruch College related e-mail information, questions, or to report difficulties, errors, or omissions in this directory, please send
e-mail to scsu@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu. Please note that due to the limited nature of the SCSU's mandate and resources, the SCSU does not
provide services (such as e-mail accounts, and dial-up connections, and Internet access) to the general College community. Also, please note that
due to the space limitations of this page, the featured department section will be published on a rotating basis, and at the discretion of the SCSU
and The Ticker.
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Canon Color BubbleJet Printer
- 720 x 360 dpi black resolution .

.• B-line x '16-eharacter display
- Equation solving capabilities
- Back-up battery
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Day Session Student Government: dssg@listserver.scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu

• Dust cover
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list Price S17.99
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CopyMax Business
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BABYLON: Montauk Highway between Wellwood Ave., & At. 109.. . . . .. . . . . . .321-4090
COPIAGUE: Sunrise Highway and Bayview Avenue ...................... 841-G142
EUlONT: Hempstead Turnpike, next to Horne Depot ......... '" ......... 326-3652
LAKE GROVE: Route 347, across from !he Smith Haven MaR .......... _....360-0590
LEVITTOWN: Kmart Plaza. Hempstead TUI'Tlple and Gardiners Ave.. ........ .s~1960
~ELVILLE.: MeIvi1Ie MaD. Route 110, next to CaIdorsIMarshaI ............. .271"2880
SAYVILLE: SayviIe Plaza. Sunrise H"Jghway, next to Krnart ................ .244-7401
WESTBURY: old Country Road and Zeckendorf Boulevard................. .222.1535
WOODSIDE I QUEENS: Woodside Ave. and Northern BM1. ................426-9055

continued from front page

Service Center & save on

Self-Service
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increased as significantly. Only
medical care coverage has a
higher percentage increase over
the last ten years than textbook
and public-college costs.
Oren Milgram, a 21-year-old
business marketing major at San
Jose State College, has possibly
come up with a way to beat the
bookstore blues. Milgram has
started a free web site called Student Market that allows students
to list and find textbooks on their
campus, or at any other college
nationwide, via the Internet. The
service is open 24 hours a day,
there are no long lines, and the
prices are created by the students.
As '1 result, students have the
opportunity to relieve a higher
return and pay a lower price for
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STUDENT NE'WBPAPEFIB
The Graduate Voice: the~aduate_voice@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
The Reporter: the_reporter@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
The Ticker: the_ticker®scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
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STUDENT LEAD.ASMr. Ira Hersch, Editor-in-chief, The Ticker: Ticker_EIC@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
David Kinzelberg, Day Session Student Government President: dssg_president@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
James Y~n, Day Session Student Government Vice President: dsslLvice_pr9sident@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Day Session Student Government Bursar: dssg_bursar@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
DaySession Student Government Council: dssg_council@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Section Editors/Staff Writers at The Ticker: The_Ticker@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
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Web with 1.1 million titles uptheir textbooks.
Milgram states, "The service dated daily. That's like having
was started in response to the the inventory of five superstores
regular complaints I had heard at your fingertips and Amazon
from students about college text- usually ships across the country
book prices and the money I had within five days. But the premier
gotten in return for the textbooks system that causes all of the EduI had used for the last semester, cational Textbook Publishers to
which tended to be nil." Once a shake in t.heir shoes and lower
school is online and students have their prices is OverDrive Systems
entered their e-mail address they on' the World Wide Web which
have. the option to list or search offers books for downloading. For
for books with their school or in a fee, users ofthe Electronic Book
any other college or university in Aisle can download individual
the country. Through e-mail, buy- .chapters ofspecific texts. The cost
ers and sellers can arrange to is about 20 cents per page. Steve
meet on campus or complete the Potash, the president of
transaction over the land lines. Over-Drive, states that, "ink on
The system currently lists more dead trees will be a lost art very
than 1,400 colleges and universi- soon".
Perhaps the best deal and serties, according to Milgram.
At present, Amazon.Com Inc. vice dealing with the printed on
has the largest bookstore on the the Web word is BookWire. With

its Reading Room site, one can
download several hundred books
for free.
Peter Grenquist, the executive director of the American Association of University Presses,
says, "The printed word isn't going to die soon, not just on Bill
Gates' say so." In the Encyclopedia of the Future (MacMillan),
Grenquist writes that print is simply too developed, too well distributed, too convenient, and effective. for libraries; school systems, governments, companies
and individuals to give it up.
The Student Market can be
reached
at
http://
www.studentmkt.com and http://
studentmarket.com.
Oren
Milgram's e-mail address is
OMILGRAl\1@studentmkt.com.
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If you are one of the many people who have been standing 0,11 the outrageous lines for
elevators at 18th, 360PAS, and 26th Street, you are not alone. The lines this year have been
outrageous and it's due to one principle - the administration is not thinking about the logistics
of the buildings. There is no way that you can effectively transport the amount of students
coming into these buildings for classes with the present elevator facilities in the buildings, Yet
they scheduled classes so that mass amounts of students would n~ to use the elevatorat
about the same time. A CASE OF ADMINISTRATIVE MISMANAGEMENT

Edi tor-in -chief

Joanne Guo

Managing editor

Deirdre Hussey
Dusan StoJkovic
News editors

David S. Ortiz
Exhale editor

Wei Yan

Lesson 2:

Business editor

Next are the fabulously backwards arguments of the College Bookstore Manager, He
recently compared the markup of the books in his store to the markup seen in Staples.
There is a major flaw in this argument, though. Staples does not generally buy back
their products and resell them. OUR BOOKSTORE DOES!!! They tack on 25% per
book for a profit over the Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price. This means that the
Manufacturer says a book should sell for $40.00 and make a profit. Our bookstore,
instead of selling it for $40.00, will sell it for $50.00 for an even larger profit. If the
bookstore buys and sells back the book four times, it has made 100% profit AT OUR
EXPENSE. He then goes on to say that pens in his store costs $.79. At staples you can .
buy 12 pens for $.99. A LESSON IN UNETHICAL MANAGEMENT.

Anthony Gregory
Manny Rodriguez
Arts editors

Paola Marocchi
Photo editor

Marlon Layton
Copy editor

Madelyn Tavera
Office manager

Roslyn Bernstein
Alisa Solomon
Consultants

Lesson 3:
On the first day of late registration, NYNEX suspended the Baruch Online Student
System (BOSS), telephone system because the college failed in informing NYNEX of
the extended use of these lines for registration.. This affected close to 1000 students
who needed to register for classes. This problem arose because 1000 students were
forced to take remidation outside of the college. To make up for the lost revenue, the
college accepted 1000 new students to the college. So new students had to wait hours
on end, in person, at the Registrar's, to finally get enrolled in classes. A CASE OF
SEVERE ADMINISTRATIVE MISMANAGEMENT.

Conclusion:
The list of mismanagement at Baruch could go on and on. Baruch is a business school, a
vel)' well known business school. It may be time for some ofour administrators and
managers to take a refresher course in how to manage an organization effectively. After all, it
seems that they have forgotten some of the lessons they have may have learned all those
years ago.
Hello my friends, .,
·.this,be.yPUrtjw~tofeel~,~orgaItizati<>~·here.at.~:you:';~.·Jnte~
in and
Welcome to the.seeond issueofmun~ po~~':['i.?Bart:leh.' '~arecl\1bs~:get involved. ,This is your
The Ticker. I want to t}unlk:allof llas to offer. Wl1oknoW$; y<»l.nmgingfromthedBusiness ..cOllegelife" LIVE IT UP!!!
you who havestopped bytheof-. may like us-. so'much,.you11
Business club to Theh-. Youcanevenstaltyourown
fice and inquired about open posi- .joinus·which~m8ke us all counting Society; The Soei- club if you don't find one
tions. Some of, you have .even the motepqwerfnl. .• A.:tler.all,etyofH1U'Jlan~Man- that suits you. There are too
started on working on this' fine we need.your,~9~tvo~Ces'agementto
t he Golden Key mariyopportunitieshere to
project known as The Ticker. But to truly beTheStudeD.ts'Voice . Ho:norSociety. We~enhave pass them up. Think about
by no means have we filled up of Baruch'College. . .
organizations you could join it.
every position there is here. We
Next, I want to stress the from the Day Session StuAsalwaysifyoueverwant
still need people to join us as staff .importanceofgettingmvolved-dent Government to Hillel of to discuss an issue with me
members. As a staff writer, you at Baruch. This does not just New York; TheNewman about anything, I can be'
will train next to an editor to mean going to classes, fight- Catholic
Center
to reached at The Tickeroffice,
write articles for any section or ing' with the RegistrarJBur- WBMB(The college radio 360 PAS room 1522, phone
sections ofyour choosing. Ifyou're sar, etc... I mean getting in- station). The Happenings 802·6800, or E-Mail me at:
stilliffy,aboutjoining,pleasecome volved in clubs and activities Page in The Features SecTicker_EIC@
to our Open House on Thursday on campus. Ofcourse I would tion lists only a small num- scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
September 19 in 360 PAS room love it ifyoujoinedThe Ticker her of the clubs and activi1522. This is your opportunity to but realize that you may have ties we have here on camAs always, peace be with
meet your 1996-1997 Ticker Edi- no interest in writingandjour- pus, Visit the club rooms in you,
tors. Ask any questions you may nalism, and that's fine. But 360 PAS on the 14th and. Ira Hersch
have about The Ticker, and let there are manyotherfine cIubs 15th floors and find one that
Editor-in-Chief
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By Edward Rodriguez
The lifetime burden ofthe Black and Latino
is to fight oppression and racism. It is something that most of our people do not want to
admit, yet it affects us daily.
Today, denying an unequal society is comfortable because we can't see the subliminal
hypnotism and classical justifications used
against us. This was best exemplified in the
last issue of The Ticker, as Coby L. Herd's
article spoke condescendingly against affirmative action in college admissions. The erroneous .reasoning and ignorance in this article
gave it a definite racist overtone. This overtone, whether intentional or unintentional,
harms us regardless.
Too Late to Balance the Scales
Affirmative action was created to give minorities and women preference in the workplace and in schools. Most of the White majority, despite high GPA's, believe that affirmative action places minorities in quality positions and/or opportunities that "balance the
scales by gjvingminorities their rightful place
in history," to use Mr. Herd's own words.
But it is a few centuries late to balance the
scales, and affirmative action, in this sense,
can never be truly enforced.
The ramifications of affirmative action are
that all of our advances are not really seen as
our achievements. Most see the workplace and
schools with higher percentages of Blacks and
Latinos and see progress partly, if not. aU, due,
".

Staff

Michele Gross
Ivanna Garibaldi
Coby L. Herd
Ari Hirsch
Joseph M.
Maldarelli
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The Ticker is published bi-weekly, eight
times a semester, by The
Ticker editorial staff at
360 Park Ave. South, New
York, NY 10010, Room
1522 (Internet
E-Mail
the_ticker@scsu.sitea.
baruch.cuny.edu). All
work except printing is
done by Baruch undergraduate and graduate
students. All typed and
signed contributions and
letters are welcome, and
should be mailed to the
above address (or E-mail
address).
Our office is open during regular school hours.
Any display or advertising questions should be
directed to the advertising Manager or Managing Editor at the above
address.
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to affirmative action. Affirmative action gets
A Multicultural Free Ride?
the credit for what we have fought and died for
Most whites and non-minorities enjoy
the last 50 generations.
multiculturalism but never have to experience
A deeper look shows devilish schemes in the circumstances that made it. It is ignorantly
achieving these quotas. What I see is more racist to agree with the idea that
Black security guards and Latino janitors in "multiculturalism has become the new religion
ABC's corporate buildings. Who checks your ... contributing to the mushing of America."
LD. when you enter the 18th Street building? (This quote, cited in Mr. Herd's article, is attribWhat do you see? Are you looking?
uted to Dr. Thomas Sowell of the Hoover InstiMajority Backlash is Wrong
tute, Stanford, Calif. -ed.)
The backlash by the majority against affirIt is understandable to admit that you would
mative action is because they feel they are like to enjoy salsa or hip-hop culture without
being bumped out ofopportunities by minori- experiencing the hardships, oppression, and
ties. This is totally wrong as, technically, unique creativity that made it. It is neverthepreference to a minority is only given ifthe two less important to understand and respect the
candidates are qualified. If you lose out to a situation and history that influenced its ereminority, it's because we were overqualified. ation.
Today, as in the past, Blacks and Latinos have
Key to a More Humane World
'tobetwiceasgoodtogetajobbelowtheirlevel.
It is hypocritical racism to criticize
The affirmative action we ask for is that multiculturalism, saying it is out of control,
our resume is not torn up when they read our when you enjoy ourjazz, our hip-hop,y el merenlast name and not ignore us after they see us in gue de nosotros.
an interview.
Yes, Mr. Herd, weexcel in certain areas such
The situation applies to minority college as basketball. However, to say that we should
students as well. You may be sick of stick with these strengths is like turningus back
multiculturalism but we are rightfully sick of to a subhuman slave condition.
ethnocentrism. Blacks andLatinos go through .
We have fought too long to blindly become
the public school system learning to be obedi- what we are supposed to be just because the
ent towards authority and learn their proper majority are stressed by an imaginary case of
place in the labor market. We are not prepared White Man's burden. The world will be much
for college, and we are only taught that.Colurn- more humane when the majority realizes that
'. bus was-out. savior; and; equality has already - they have not given us anything that we have
.been ~fe~e~[ . "·:i ~ r_· { -: ,
.~~}-> :';')' ~.:,:--'~' i·: '. :~qo,t;~~~'7:~d;."
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Pataki Nixes
The Warriors
Of Farrakhan
By C, by L. Herd
Everybody knows that inner-city housing
projects across the country have been plagued
for th~· past 25 years by drug-dealing, shootouts
and other incidents of organized violence. Police could never seem to get a handle on the
. probl-rn, probably because at the end of their
eight hours the cops go home to the suburbs,
leaving the residents to fend for themselves.
Private security firms hired by absent landlords or the federal government have an even
worse track record, as $6.50-an-hour rent-acops supplement their income by working for
the drug thugs - by brokering security or
making drug .deliveries.
Enter the Nation of Islam. Several security groups associated with Nation of Islam
leader Louis Farrakhan took over security in
some of the worst housing projects in the nation. And guess what? Things got better.
Continued on page 8
The opinions expressed on the Exhale pages are
those of the individual writers, and do not
necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker
editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only typewritten
and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750
words from Baruch College students.
Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and
signed. Unsigned letters will not be published.
However, when appropriate, names will be withheld
upon request. Writers should provide day and
evening telephone numbers. All submissions are
subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all
opinion pieces and letters to the Exhale editor.

Distributed by CREATORS SYNDICATe INC.
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Farrakhan Warriors
Continued from page 7

No small tricl£; when even the local cops
couldn't seem to dislodge the riff-raff. ''Why?''
you ask. Simple, I say: Nation of Islam guards
lived in the housing projects they were guarding, giving the residents a sense of community
unheard of before.
Another selling point - and this is the
strongest in my book: To be a follower of
Farrakhan, one must renounce stimulants of
any kind, including alcohol and cigarettes, the
same as the Mormons. Illegal drugs didn't

"The Nation of Islam has
made some of the worst inner-city housing projects in
the country habitable,
whereas no one else could."

stand a chance, and where drugs are banished.
the related thievery and violence leave too.
But it still seems to be true that you can't
fight City Hall. Because of the philosophy of
the Nation of Islam, leaders of other groups
charged that the federal government was subsidizing a hate-group. It seems to me that some
people, who live nowhere near the inner city,
have a particularly strong say in what goes on
there - even in what kind of rhetoric gets
spouted.
Sure, some of the Nation of Islam guards
tried to recruit persons living in the projects. So
what? I get approached by the Hare Krishnas

every time I fly into L.A., but I don't want the
rest ofthat city to live in an unsafe environment
because of the rants and raves ora few. The
simple fact of the matter is that the Nation of
Islam has made some of the worst inner-city
housing projects in the country habitable,
whereas no one else could. Why would a difference of philosophical and/or political thought
make anyone want to put others at risk for their
lives?
When will this need to conform and toe the
standard line finally be recognized for what it
really is: the need of a few to influence the
many. I was always under the impression that
in a democracy, it was supposed to be the other
way around. Oh, right .., I forgot: this is a
capitalist democracy, where the ones with the
most ''baksheesh'' write the rules. I think it
bites.
At present, the Nation-of-Islam-affiliated
security group, the X-Men SecurityCo., has lost
the contract to protect the residents ofa Brooklyn housing project, the Coney-Island-based
Ocean Towers. It is a given that the presence of
the X-Men has brought order back into the
daily lives of the residents celled in this cavernous complex. The previous security agency lost
the contract back in 1993. when certain members of its police force were found to be involved
in the drug trade.
BSR Management, which runs the project,
brought the Farrakhan-affiliated group into
the 360-unit complex, and vacancies dropped
from 50 to the present five. Ocean Towers
became, not Trump Towers, but a nice, safe
place to live and raise your kids.
But political pressure was applied to Governor Pataki from predominantlyJewish groups
who complained that the X-Men had tried to
recruit new members during their hallway patrols. Big deal. The previous guards were seen
in the hallways only when they were delivering
dru or settlin a debt.
,

.

It's particularly disturbing that the man
initially responsible for nixing the X-Men,
Jules Polinetsky, a Democratic state-assemblyman from Brooklyn, doesn't live in Ocean
Towers. He has no stake in this fight one way
or the other', except possibly for votes, which
conrinotate political job-security in America.
Sheila Boyd, president of the Ocean Towers Tenants Association, vociferously told the
press: "The present group got rid of the drug
dealers and criminals. People were begging
to move in here because it was so safe."
It seems to this reporter that the Feds are
playing dirty pool this time. (What else is
new?) They have been telling the inner-city
community to take back their neighborhoods
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"Sure, words can hurt, and
the government should not
be subsidizing hate groups,
but bullets hurt more. "
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for years, and when sorneone finally does it,
they renege on the deal. Sure, words can
hurt, and the government should not be subsidizing hate groups, but bullets hurt more.
The fact of the matter is that the Nation of
Islam does the best job of providing security
for the housing projects of the inner city.
That is a proven point, no ifs, ands or buts.
Does anybody really think that the whitebred Feds could do it? If the Nation of Islam
is prevented from keeping the inner-city
projects drug free, maybe the DEA can give it
a shot.
Yeah, right ... They all live in New Jersey.
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One-Stop Shop Presents The Future Of
The Telecoms Business
ByWeiYan
There have been a few big mergers after the opening of the localtelephone market, the two biggest
deals are the Bell Atlantic - NYNEX
and Pacific Telesis - SBC Communication deals. The combined market capitalization is $44 billion for
Bell Atlantic and NYNEX , $43
Billion for Pacific Telesis and SBC
Communication.
The above mega mergers would
not have been possible without the
telecommunication act which has
allowed companies to offer both
long-distance and local services.

marketing cost and other fixed
costs.
A new competitor can also lease
parts ofthe network from the Baby
Bells which can only charge as
much as the Federal Communications Commission permits. This
choice is much more profitable than
the first one, but it creates an undesirable relationship which makes
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Under this act, competitors can
enter into the.localtelephcnebusi-.
ness in several ways. A new competitor can buy the Baby Bell's
services at 17 - 25% discount comparing to the rates charged on the
regular local customers. However,
this approach can be hardly profitable after taken account of the

the new competitordependent upon
the Baby Bells for the other serVIces.
The last option is the most ex-

the Baby Bells are allowed to enter using WorldCom's lines, MFS on
the long-distance market. As the the other side can also save cost on
limitations on the first two ap- transmitting long-distance beproaches become clear, the temp- tween cities it operates. In additations of building networks have tion, MFS's Internet subsidiary
increased.
UUNET would also benefit greatly
WorldCom and MFS have be- from using WorldCom's lines.
came the new breed oftelecommu- UUnet Technologies was recently
nications companies after the merg- acquired by MFS. This merger
ing announcement on August 26th. made MFS WorldCom the first U.S.
WorldCom is a 13-year-old long- telecommunications company to
distance carrier from Mississippi, offer all local, long-distance and
the fourth largest long-distance Internet access after the 1984
carrier in the nation., whereas MFS breakup of AT&T.
is a nine-year-old Nebraska
The reason that MFS
telecoms firm which has built more WorldCom was able to take this
leap in the U.S is that MFS's local
."MFS's local network network is still not significant
is still not significant
enough to trigger the Bell's entry
into the long-distance market.
enough to trigger the
AT&T, Sprint and Mel, the bigger
B ll'
·
h
long-distance carriers, are not wille s entry Into t e
ing to make full entries into the
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"WorldCom and MFS
have became the new
breed of
telecommunications
companies."

"The mega mergers
would not have been
possible without the
telecommunication act."
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its own network. "This approach - . local networks (wiredmore homes) . Bells in the long-distance markets.
was not utilized by long-distance than any other firms that are not
As the advantages of MFS
carriers in the first place since the Baby Bells.
WorldCom becoming clearer, this
act provides that if the Baby Bells
With MFS's local networks, "one-stop shop". is believed to
face a competitor with significant WorldCom can save the local-ac- present the future of the telecomfacilities and making a full entry cess charges it would otherwise munications business.
into the local telephone market, pay to those local companies. By

ISection Special I
Making Sense of Financial Statements
By Victoria Esposito
Students of accounting are
required to learn a significant
amount of material over a short
period of time. Thus, it is often
not until our senior year that.
we are finally able to put the
pieces of our knowledge into the
big picture which is necessary
to be able to interpret financial
statements.
By the time we are seniors,
we have a good idea of how most
of the numbers in the financial
statements were calculated, but
we are still confused as to how
all this information fits together
and what portion of it is relevant to our analysis. We also
know that the purpose of an
ann ual report is to portray the
company in a favorable light in
order to attract new investors
and retain current ones. The
colorful, glossy pages are filled
with charts, graphs and smiling
pictures of the firm's management team. Even if a company
has experienced difficulties, the

explanations are always worded
optimistically, intended to persuade the reader that the company has the ability to turn
things around and is expecting
to do just that in the coming
year. Yes, the annual report
can make just about anything
look good. However, the question is how do we find out what
is really going on?
Unfortunately, this requires that we
perform some analysis. of the
financial statements, aside from
just glancing over them and noting how nice they look.
The final chapter in many
accounting books is on financial
statement analysis, typically
listing anywhere from 10-20 different ratios and their significance. Who has the time to sit
and calculate all these ratios?
Maybe those other students who
live on-campus and whose primary responsibility is studying, but not most Baruch students. The majority of Baruch
students are already working

full-time, and many have families as well. All of us at Baruch
are facing the daily challenges
of balancing our personal lives
in the hectic environment of
New York City and are barely
able to squeeze in the study time
required to perform well in our
courses.
Through my research, I
found two methods that will give
a basic understanding of the financial statements in the least
time.
The first part of the
analysis origlnates from a book
I read and took notes on during
a Barnes & Noble reading marathon, called How to Rea<lFinantiiU Statements, by Donald
Weiss (American Management'
Association, 1986). According
to Mr.Weiss, you only need to
perform a handful of simple
tests on the balance sheet and
income statement to get an idea
of a company's true financial
position.
To perform the analysis, you
will need an audited balance

sheet and income statemen t for
the company of your choice.
Recall that the balance sheet
represents a "snapshot" of a.
company's financial position at
one point in time; whereas the
income statement shows how the
company attained its position
on the balance sheet. The two
statements connect via retained
earnings and net income. The
net income figure is added to
the retained earnings of the previous year's balance sheet and
dividends are subtracted to give
the current year's retained earnings.
The company I chose to analyze for this article is Pepsi Co.
The theme of the company's
1995 annual report is "determined to grow." The object of
the analysis is to determine
whether Pepsi Co. is truly
poised for growth or is that
statement just annual report
hype?

Continued on Page 11
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The current ratio m m mg the effectiveness of a analysis is as follows:
analysis shows a longer-term company's management. For exPepsi has a PIE of 26, which
picture of a company's liquid- ample, consider the difference means that its current stock
ity, as takes into consideration between a firm with $3 million price,28.5, is 26 times its earnthe time which the company will in assets making a $5 million ings. A reading of Zacks Estineed time to sell its invento- dollar return and a firm with $1 mates indicates that Pepsi anaries. The current ratio should million in assets making the lysts have predicted, for 199·6,
also be less than 1. For Pepsi same $5 million return. Pepsi's average earnings of $1.42 and
Co., the current ratio is 1.08. Asset Turnover Ratio is 1.21, high earnings of $1.45. The 5
This means that in the short- which is in line with industry year average growth percentage
for Pepsi is 14.46, and the high
term Pepsi has no problem meet- benchmarks.
ing its short-term commitments,
Inventory Turnover Ra- . growth percentage estimate is
but if a crisis occurred which tio (GOGS Average Irrven- 18.
·Using the above information,
required a larger cash outlay, tory) shows how quickly a comthe company would be squeezed. pany is selling its inventory. we can determine the range
Working Capital Evafua- , Like the Asset Turnover Ratio, where Pepsi's stock price should
tion (Current Liabilities . it is also a good indicator of the be trading. Multiplying the avCurrent Assets). The work- competence of a firm's manage- erage earnings estimate of 1.42
ing capital number indicates ment. The higher the turnover by the average 5 yeargrowth perhow much more short-term debt the rate, the quicker. the com- centage of 14.45, we get $20.
a-company can assume without pany is selling what it produces. Then, multiplying 'the high
adding additional risk. This This results in higher profits earnings est imate of 1.63 by
number is of primary "impor- due to the fact that less prod- 14.45, we get $23.50.
This
tance to banks in considering ucts are sitting in inventory and/ means that the stock should be
whether'to grant credit. The or spoiling.
trading between 20 and 24, and
the fact that is trading at 28
result should be positive. For
means that it is either over valPepsi Co., its working capital is
ued or that other events (check
-316. We would expect this,
the news) are affecting the comsince we already know from the
pany. Applying the most bullfirst test that the company is
ish criteria by multiplying the
highly leveraged. This means
high growth percentage of 18 by
that Pepsi Co. is not in a very
the high earnings estimate we
good position to take on any furget 26, which also indicates that
ther credit obligations.
even under the most ideal market conditions, Pepsi's stock is
Income Statement
still trading at peak levels.
Price/Earnings Multiple
Mr. E also stated that hedge
(Market Price Per Share/
fund analysts also do a "compaEPS). The PIE multiple indirable analysis" of other compacates the relationship of share
nies in the industry, and the
price to earnings and should be
best
way to obtain tha t inforcompared to other companies in
.matfon is th-rou'gh"Value Line.'
'thesame industry to determine
Based on the aboveanalyif it IS at a suitable level. For
sis, I would not recommend purPepsi, the PIE is 26, which is
chasing Pepsi ·Co. stock at this
obtained by dividing its 12
juncture, particularly because
month EPS of 1.095 by the curits PIE indicates that the stock
rent stock price of 28.5. Alprice is overvalued. If the stock
though Coke has a PIE of 41, I
price moves more in line with
would argue that both of these
earnings estimates, then I would
PIE's are much too high and inrecommend a buy and hold, as it is
dicate that the stock of both coma well-known company and its prodpanies is currently overvalued.
ucts are very popular and successAsset Turnover Ratio (Net
ful. If its expansion plans are sucSales/Av. Total Assets). This
cessful, Pepsi will be able to achieve
ratio shows the productivity of
its growth objective as set forth in its
the firm in relation to its total
mmuwre~rt.
.
assets. It is also useful in deter-

September 26, 1996

WOMEN SPEAK OUT ACROSS THE USA
on th~ first annivc-strry ofth«

UNITED NATIONS FOURTH WORLD CONFERENCE ON WOMEN
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28,1996

*

Over 30~companies will have representatives
available to speak with you about part / and
full time jobs and internship opportunities

*

Bring a resume and wear business attire

On September 28th the President's Interagency Council on Women is inviting people across the
United States to join in a nationwide conference via satellite to report on progress since the 1995 UN
Women's Conference, share what is working in communities. and develop a national action agenda
to improve the lives of women and their families in the U.S.
The CONTRACT WITH WOMEN OF THE USA Campaign calls on women and girls; groups
small and large; local. state and national women's organizations to make September 28th a Day of
Celebration. Commitment, and Action on behalf of women's rights and equality.
Almost a year ago in Beijing, the United States and 188 other governments adopted by consensus ;I
UN Platform for Action-a Contract with the World's Women-the strongest-ever global official
commitment to advance the economic. political. and social rights of half the world's population.
The promises are grcu. The reality is different. Here in the USA. wome~'s gains in the economy. the
workplace. the home. and public life are under unparalleled arrack,
,

We can change thar! The CONTRACT WITH WOMEN OF THE USA. endorsed by thousands
of women and men across the country. lists 12 areas of concern that our government must address now
in cooperation with civil society and the private sector to implement the Beijing Platform here at
home. Under the UN agreement. by the end of 1996 each government should have a national action
agenda. spelling our exactly what it will do to improve the status of women.
American women must do more than just listen. We must speak out on the issues that concern us
most-at the Interagency Council teleconference and other public forums.
Involve your friends. colleagues. and neighbors. Check the Interagency Council's web site
<http://www_ whitehouse.govIWHIEOPfWomenIIACWhome.html> to connect with events being
planned for September 28th in your state. Work with groups to help organize a big turnout ofwomen
in your area. To learn more. contact:

Time: 1:00 - 5:30 P.M.
Place: The Conference Center/151 E. 25th Street
7th Floor
AJ Contracting I American Management Systems I Amoco I
Arthur Anderson I AT&T / Bloomingdales / Brooklyn Union
Gas / Cheng Financial Group I ConEdison DreyfusCorp. I
FDIC I Gannett Publishing / Hannaford Bros. I Health
Managernens Systems I Heller Financial I Ingersoll Rand I
John Hancock I Krasdale Foods I Marsh & McLennan I
National Futures / NYC Dept. of Investigation I NYC Transit I
New York Life Insurance I Nike I Norwest Financial I
Northwestern Mutual I Olde Discount Brokerage / Paine
Webber I Pathmark I Price Waterhouse I Richard Eisner & Co. /
Sheraton / Texaco I United Parcel Service I Value Line Inc.

WOMEN'S ENVIRONMENT & DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION (WEDO)
355 Lexington Avenue, 3rd floor. New York. NY 10017-6603
Td: (212) 973-0325, Fax: (212) 973-0335, E-mail: wed.o@igc.apc..org

Will It
By Wei Van

The dollar has been on a
steady climb versus the
deutsche mark and Japanese
yen since the last spring. This
showing of stronger dollar
means .internat.ion al 'sales- are
translating into lower dollar
revenue, which reduces US.
companies' revenue and earnings from international operations. For instance, in the PC
industry, the shipments in Europe rose only' 6.8% in the second quarter, which is the worst
performance since the third
quarter of 1993, according to
Data Quest Europe, a unit of
consul ting firm Gartner Group.
Hence, the question is, how
much remaining strength the
dollar still has? Is there still

room for it to move upward?
Many analysts agree that
the dollar will con tin ue to show
gains this month and probably
the fourth quarter. The reasons
are as follows:
1) real GDP growth is estimated at 2.5% to 3% this year as
the result of strong growth in
man uf'a ct u r.i n g ;
2)
Alan
Greenspan is not likely to raise
short-term interest rates with
his earlier comments indicating
inflation will be tampered by a
slowdown in the economy in the
second half of this year.
The powerful dollar is allowed and supported because it
is not just helping the recessive
German and Japanese economy
to increase their manufacturing competitiveness, it is also

.beneficiary to the policies of the
Clinton administration. This
raises the concern over the
presidential election. If Clinton
is reelected, the markets and
the dollar would not be impacted. On the other side, if

"The continuation ofthe
bullish market is
essentially important to the
sustaining ofthe dollar's
strength."
Bob Dole wins the election with
a sweep of the Congress by the
Republicans, the market and
consequently the dollar would
tumble.
From the domestic perspective, the continuation of the

bullish market is essentially
important to the sustaining of
the dollar's strength. When the
Dow plunged 161 points on July
14, the dollar slid from 110.80
yen to 110.36 yen, and from 1.52
Dm to 1. 51 Dm. Even though
the plunge was a long awaited
correction it had demonstrated
the power over the dollar.
With low and. stable, interest rate and inflation, our
economy is believed to be in position for further 'healthy
growth. Without a quick upturn in the German and Japanese economies, a stronger dollar is in forecast.
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WHe BUILT AMERICA?
Compacting The History of America

i

Classified

,
"-

TCHR INTERVIEW PREPARATION
By Retired Assistant Examiner
Tel. (212) 245-1811

,

\..

I

By Brennon Marcano
Carol slumps into her seat and
releases a sigh that could dampen
a Barnum & Bailey show. She is
an evening student and this is appetizer number two in her three
course meal today. It's 7.35 pm
and this is History 1005, American Civilization II, a.k.a the
guinea pig class. Section TR73,
HIS 1005- is part of a pilot program designed to introduce the
use of CD-ROMS into history
classes.
"This past summer in July
there was a faculty seminar with
faculty members being invited
from different schools around the
coun try and one of the functions
of this seminar was to introduce
faculty members to the computer
media. in the teaching of American history," said D.Y. Chang, history professor and coordinator of
the Who Built America pilot program. Chang attended the faculty
seminar which was organized by
three different institutions,
George Mason University in Virginia, the City University Graduate Centre and the American Social History Project which fostered the Who Built America textbook and also the CD-ROM.

ENTREPRENEURS WANTED
Work from home, part-time, with training provided. High
income potential. Must have strong interest in healthlwellness.
Call Joe Molnar, 718-499-1259.

r
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~

'"

***FREE TRIPS & CASH***
Find out how hundreds of student representatives are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's #1
Spring Break company! Sell only 15 trips and travel free!
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida! CAMPUS
MANAGER POSITION ALSO AVAILABLE. Call Now! TAKE
\..A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK!
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CATHOLICS AT BARUCH
~

NEWlVIAN CENTER
CAl\1PUS l\1INISTRY OFFICE

~

I

r
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,"""
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area.
Toll Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. A-3194 for current listings.
\..

~

OFFERI:\G SUPPORT TO STlJDEl\TS
AT BARLCII \\'HO SEE" A FAITH-FILLED
PRESE:\CE ',"11'111:'\ A SECCLAR COLLEGE.

I
iI
i·

For further information, call or visit our Campus
r\l in istry Office.

I

All are Welcome

GOV'T FORECLOSED homes for pennies on $l.
Delinquent Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your Area.
Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. H-3194 for current listings.

I
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"Another purpose of this seminar was to also get a systematic
view of what problems there may
be in using the media in actual
classrooms or teaching situations
because there is a great deal of
debate about the media revolutionizing teaching and education," she added.
Faculty members .participating
in the seminar were required to
devise a way of using this new
media in their classes for the Fall
semester and the Spring semester in a year long pilot project.
"We were introduced to things

'""

Office located:
360 Park AYe. South. Rm. 1511
(212) 802-6809

Sr. Barbara :\lueller,O.P.
Director / Campus Ministry
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sroeo» POSSIBLE READING BOOKS.
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Part Time. At Home. Toll Free (1)800-898-9778
Ext. R-3194 for Listings.
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An obvious advantage of the CD-ROM
Wh"o Built America is
that it brings together a variety of
sources and materials from different
places and different
collections, so that
it's easier for students to access.
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like
the. CD-ROM,
differernt titles, one of
which was Who Built
America. We were also introduced to the Web and
Web sites and what was
available on some of those
Web sites. We were even
introduced to how to make
our own Web pages. In my
case I chose to do something that I thought and
I'm hoping is going to be
manageable for students
which is to use the CDROM Who Built America,
particularly the documents
that it has rather than the
main narrative texts which
is in there."
An obvious advantage of
.the CD-ROM Who BuiltAmerica is that it brings together a variety of sources
and materials from different places and different
collections, so that it's
easier for students to access. "The possibility that
is provided for in a CDROM is that you may be
able to bring together in
one place on one little thin
plastic disk, rrra t e r i a l s
from archival collections
that are physically scattered, whether it be across
the city, across the state,
across the country, even
across the world, it has the
potential."
Chang hopes to tap into the CD's
potential to try to get students to
develop a "rrror e sophisticated
appreciation of certain problems
in American history." The main
focus of her course will be urban
poverty. "1 chose urban poverty
because it's such a hot issue
nowadays with the homeless,
with welfare and it also touches
upon the problems of immigration, there is a lot of anti-immigration feeling today," she explained. "What r wanted to do
was to expose students to an earlier period when you did indeed
have widespread urban poverty,
when you did indeed have immigration problems, when you did
indeed have job insecurity and
get them to see different aspects
of it, different dimensions of this
very complex problem because
all of us are concerned about
them, all of us want these problems that we have today solved.
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Teacher's Te: £ for eD-ROM
Yet the frustrating thing is facilitate evening students.
that they're not easily solved. Hours that according to Chief LiThe question is why? Well I'in brarian Stanton Biddle have
hoping tha t through this been extended to incl u d.e
project students will begin to Sunday(from late October).
"I think it's a great idea as long
see some of the reasons why
these socio-economic problems as we have access," said another
are so difficult to get a handle one of Chaag's students. Carol
expressed similar feelings as she
on."
Chang's optimism for a mo- packed her bag and walked on to
men t seemed to fall on deaf her next class a little before nine
_ ••••
ears when she introduced her at night.
plans to her class as everyone
••• Yo Freshmen! ••+
in TR73 seemed to do a Carol
•• Do something useful +.
sigh in their head. "It's a great
idea," said Carol, "but when
••
Write for
••
am I going to find the time to
use this CD-ROM?" She expressed her disgust at the
present library hours but before she could finish her little
elegy, Professor Chang saved
the day with the announcement that the pilot project will
also serve as a lobbying tool
for extended library
hours to
s
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A little Girl's Suffering
Ring, ring: "Hello", says
Stacey Jack has called to invite her
to a party at his boy's house. Stacey
then calls Sam, her girlfriend to invite
her to Jack's party Friday night. The
girl's are psyched to go and then what
do you know, Friday night comes. The
girl's get ready while Jack is waiting
downstairs in the car. ''O.K,'' says
Stacey; ''Let's go. Let's get drinks and
weed before we go," says Jack.. Sothey.
go to the spot and smoke before they
go to the party After about an hour
they finally get to the party Theypull
up to this big lime green house and it
seemed so desolate. "Areyou sure the
party is here," says Sam. ''Yeah, maybe
the cops broke it up; let's go inside and
find out what happened," says Jack.
So they pull up in the driveway and
start headinginside. Theywalk in and
Jack's friend is sitting alone in the living room watching TV.: ''What happened to the party;" says Jack. 'The
cops," responded the friend ''You guys
can stay ifyou'd like," says the friend.
So they sat down and began to drink
their beers. The lights go out and a
clicking sound is heard. bythe door on
the left going into the kitchen. "What
the hell is going on," Sam proclaims.
The lights go back on. A man with a

mask is holding a 45 caliber pointing
it straight at Stacey and the friend is
holding a 25 millimeter pointing at
Sam's head. Jack has now disappeared. Butterflies sit in the girl's
stomach as they sit frozen in fear on
the couch. "Smoke this!" yells the
friend.
I began to feel woozy while I
was smoking. I tried not to inhale but
whatever was in it was strongenough.
I began to feel myselfparalyzed including my mind. No thoughts ran
through my head, just fear. Was this
it? Is this how I'm going togo? The
man with the mask then put handcuffs on me and Sam, while the friend
had the gun clocked and pointed directly to my head. Sam was hysterical at this point but I wasjust blank.
They took me upstairs and I noticed 5
or 6 shadows in the dark. One shadow
grabbed me, while the other began to
rip my clothes off. I started to scream
louder than I thought I could but nobody heard me. The first shadow came
on top ofme and I struggled. I kicked,
head bunted, I did whatever I could to
get him off The shadow was stronger
than I and knocked me out with one
hit. Being that I was knocked out, I
had no idea how many shadows did a

job on me. And at least I did not feel it
at that time it was being done. When
I awokethere wasyet another shadow
on top of me and tears ran down my
fare. ''Whyaretheyhurtingme? What
did I do to deserve this?" I yelled in
my mind over and over again. When
the shadow was done, it was the last.
All the shadows then disappeared into
the night and I was. left behind naked
and used. All I could do was cry I was
in excruciating pain both physically
and mentally: I tried to get up but the
abdominal pains were too strong.
"Sam are you here?" I yelled.
Someone came through the
door and turned on the light. She was
the owner ofthe house. She found Sam
downstairs bawling. ApparentlyJack
and the friend took several turns raping arid sotomizing her. The owner
screamed and took care ofSam. Sam
told her I was upstairs and she did not
know what happened to me. The
owner helped Stacey also and took
them both to the hospital. The police
came and told us to identify who did
this injustice. Jack and his friends
were then subpoenaed to court. Jack's
father was a police officer. Jack
brought a tape which was ofa conversation in the car they all had before
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a wide range of cool page giving students the magic recipe that
the site, but ... I won't will actually help them save money when
give all of 1 away because I do want you to buying their books.
http://pass.the.finallstudy.little. A page
check it out yourself. I will just share with
with the answers to all those Accounting
you these:
First of all, you may want to go to http:// finals.
http://professors.to.avoidlstay.awake. A
bus.baruch.cuny.edu/dean.htm and be welcomed by Dean Sidney Lirtzman. Taking page where students give each other adadvantage of the growing reputation of the vice on which professors to take and which
School of Business, Dean Sidney Lirtzman to run away from!
assigned the School's webpage in the summer of 1995 in order to attract international
Some Facts
:MBA prospective students.
On a more serious note, the Baruch
I suggest you make your next stop at the School of Business Page is a valuable tool
School of Business News Page. AB of Sep- not only for Baruch's prospective stutember 1996, some ofthe news includes the dents, but also for Baruch's currently en-.. -- - --'-'--... - .'
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Best Wishes for a successful Fall Semester
from Hillel at Baruch College
Rosh HaShanah - the Jewish New Year

begins Friday evening, September 13
Yom Kippur
Day of Atonement September 23

,..~......
·~-"A

I-~~';:~

1.,~

Sukkot September 28 - October 5 Simchot Torah October 6
meetings are held each week
check the H Hlel office for meeting location and information about the holidays!

Hillel office: room 151',360 PAS 212 802-6808
Ellen Steigman, Director

Hi lIel at Baruch College

IS funded by a Jewish Continuity Grant from UJA-Federation of New York and by Hillel of New
York. Hillel is a constituent of the Foundation for Jewish Campus Life
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the party Tape: Jack: So are you girls
still virgins? Sam: No, me and Peter
used to really have run together. It's
been so long, maybeTll bring someone home from the party Hee Hee.
They all laughed . Jack: What about
you Starey? Stacey: I didn't really have
a good lover for my first time but I
would love to know what it's like to
have some good sex. Pass the blunt
Jack you've had it too long.
Another taped conversation insidethe house: The friend: So S~ I've
heard a lot about you and you lookas good
as they said you did Stacey: Thankyou.
You look good too. The friend: Don't get
too drunk. Stacey: On Jack's driving it's
o.k. The friend: So when can I take you
out? Stacey: Whenever, oh my god look
Sam and Jack are kissing. The friend:
Yeah, Jack really likes her. End of what
is taped.
The boys were found not guilty of
all charges.
Did the girl's deserve that night
as a punishment for what thejudgecalled
flirting? According to the FBI and Scotland Yard report that now one third of
those accused of rape are cleared of suspicion by DNA tests before the cases go
to court. What's the point in the test if
the criminals are going to get offanyway?

•

tration in Public Sector Investment. Also, you can
read about Baruch School
of Business's ranking according to US News and
World Report Survey.
Since Baruch is not all
work and no play, you can
also get info on clubs and
organizations. Go to http:/
/
wwscu.siteabarueh.cunyedu/
scsu/stulife/
clubhome.html and regardless of the type of student you are -.undergr'adu ate day, undergraduate evening, graduate-, you will find something that fits you.

o

x •

as a way 0 communicate with students. Under 'CISnet' (http://
bus.baruch.cuny.edu/cisnet) the Department
maintains an Electronic Bulletin Board, and
faculty web postings related to courses. For
example, several faculty members maintain
electronic cyllabi, and post assignments and
sample exams on the web. CIS faculty members have individual home pages, providing
downloadable research articles that .are a resource to the broader academic community. A
research article posted by a faculty member
may be downloaded more than 100 times per
month. It is expected that other departments in
the Business School will eventually create
similar platforms for their programs.
Finally, this past Summer, Dean Lirtzman
commissioned the creation of
The only type of mouse we all like having at home • ,·,:,.,~c<
a School of Business Intranet
.
...... ".
. site for faculty and staff.. The
site tracks a calendar of
academic meetings, announcements of events, and
updates on the School of
""
Business affairs from the
Dean.
The School of Business
website is a demonstration of
the School's commitment to
emerging technologies in the
marketplace.
-.~

~.'

.~.~.

Note:

Prof. Michael
Palley, of the CIS Program,
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ASEDOM
Association of Domincan
Students

C/)

We at ASEDOM are a culturally based
organization. We believe in preserving our
heritage while exposing other ethnic groups
to the historic background and customs of
our Caribbean life. We are interested in
meeting new people who are ser ious and
dedicated to changing the Latino image to
a more positive one while having tons of
fun doing it.
If you would like to find out more, drop
by room 1512 of the 360 PAS building and
drop a note in the ASEDOM mail box.
Leave your name and a telephone number
where you can be reached.

P..R.I.D.E.

We are an ever growing happy family; where
you can meet people that are not just Puerto Rican
but, of other nationalities. We're a place where you
can feel welcome, where everyone looks out for everyone else. We'll help you out with school, friends,
and family problems. We are a place to go to on a
rainy day to talk, laugh, and relax from school and
family stress. We throw parties, watch movies, learn
new things about other people's cultures' including
our own.
We meet in the 26th Street building in Room
1421 everyday, but mainly Tuesday and Thursday's
during club hours.

THE BARUCH ARCHERY CLUB
Whatis archery? You've seen it in the movies;
the various Robin Hood films being the most memorable. It's been seen in the media types as simple as
a comic book, and in events as grand as the Olympic games. And yet, most people only have a vague
notion ofjust what the sport is all about.
So, why not drop by and check it out. We would
be glad to teach and train anyone interested. We
provide all the equipment and no experience is necessary.
For more information please go to the 6th floor
gym at the 23rd street building.
All are welcome.

INTERVARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

THE SOCIE'IY
FOR HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAG~(S.H.R.M.)

The Purpose of the InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship
1. To lead others to personal faith in
Christ as Lord and Savior
2. To help Christians grow toward maturity in their Christian faith by study of the
Bible, by prayer, and by Christian fellowship
3. To help students and faculty to discover
God's role for them
UPCOMING EVENTS: (Events are held
in 360 PAS)
Club office is located in 360 PAS, Room
1447.

THE FINANCE AND ECONOMICS
SOCIETY
The Finance & Economics Society is open to
all of those interested in the processes of the financial world. It provides students with an informative view of current change and the future trends in
the rapidly evolvingfinancial world via various functions such as lectures, symposiums, and field trips.
We meet in Room 640 / 26th Street Building
BETA ALPHA PSI
Membership is Beta Alpha Psi gives you an
instant scholarly recognition. Beta Alpha Psi invites guest speakers who are recognized in their
fields and who are decision makers in human resources departments at potential employers. The
Big Six Accounting firms are focusing less on the
campus interview and are putting far greater reliance on pre-identification. These firms have developed a hiring preference for members ofBetaAlpha
Psi. Therefore, we invite you to become a member
of Beta Alpha Psi in order to leverage your participation in our society for your job search. Please look
for our flyers posted on college bulletin boards for
the meeting dates and room numbers. You do not
have to be a member to attend the meetings.
,

,

,

BARUCH ACIDEVERS
The goal of our organization is to uplift students by providing them with valuable information
about current issues that we feel is pertinent to them.
The topics of out events range from surfing the
Internet, dressing for an interview, to financial planBUSINESS TO BUSINESS'
ning on an indiyidual basis.
We hope that the activities we promote help
The Business to Business Marketing Society .
CETB) is a club that enhances academic knowledge to better prepare Baruch students for their future,
and brings the real world of industrial and commer- as well as bring them closer together, in an environcial marketing to its members. Our main goal is to ment where there is cultural diversity
Meetings are Thursdays, Room 1862, 360
help members to be better prepared for associated
career advancement, and to guide them toward the PAS from 12:35-2:20.
market activity of organizations who engage themselves in marketing to other business. BTB proIDLLEL OF NEW YORK AT BARUCH
vides an arena where speakers are invited to talk
Come and be apart of the Jewish Comon a variety ofsubjects, industry-marketing trends
in Corporate America as well as counseling on ca- munity at Baruch College. Meet new
people, improve your networking skills, get
reers in marketing.
BTB is an organization that promotes aware- religious information, have FUN!!! Please
ness and understanding about marketing activity see Ellen Steigman in 360 PAS room 1511
with companies that sell goods and services prima- or call at (212)802-6808 for more information
rily to other businesses and institutions, not the final consumer. If you are a student that would like
to gain exposure to the many professionals engaged
in industrial marketing, join us during club hours
Room 839, 360 PAS. ALLARE WELCOME.

By

CHINESE
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Chinese Christian Fellowship believes that
there is only one True God, the God of Israel. We
believe in the infmitely perfect, sovereign, eternal
Trinity of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. We also
believe that Jesus Christ was sent from Heaven to
Earth to serve as a sacrifice on the cross for our
sins-, Believing and living by God's commandments
will bring salvation. He will return to earth to establish His kingdom ofrighteousness and peace. We
are here to spread the Gospel to the campus of
Baruch College with an emphasis on the
Chinese(American and overseas-born) students.
We meet every Thursday at 12:25-2:3Opm

of Love
Kiro • The Invisible Samurai

A celestial crystals fell from
a sea blue sky,
Their lips touched passionately
as the gentle June rain kissed
their kind faces.
For she will always be the
jewel in his life.
Through the falling au tumn
leaves,
he writes sweet poetry of her.
For she is the muse of his
daydreams.
He gives you his heart's
warmth embrace
in the soft Christmas snou:
As he places her cold hands
upon his
face, he asks her one question.
Am I warm to you?
That's my endless love for
you...
He will serenade sweet whispers
to her in the cool spring air.
And there is nothing in this
cruel world
that could tear them apart.
For she will.always be the
rhythm
in this heart.
And the loue of his soulful
heart..

The Society for Human Resource
Management, which is affiliated with the
National Organization, provides Human
Resource majors, and other interested students, with the opportunity to interact with
faculty and professional practitioners in
the Human Resource and other Business
Management areas.
Professionals corne in and give advice in areas such as resume writing, critiquing, and interviews, and also, giving insight in to what prospective employers are
looking for in job applications.
An important benefit of SHRM memhership is the ability to regularly network
with professionals, giving students the
much needed contacts for entering the
tough job market.
The S.H.R.M. meets on Thursdays
during club hour, at 360 PAS, Room 1816.

'By Ira M. Hersch

I was inspired to write this poem
by an idea given to me by my good
friend Michele Gabay..
From the lair between heaven
and hell.
Between evil and good.
This is a tale of a future
battle,
That has long since passed.
From the Journal of
The Watchers Rebellion.
The world should burn
With all of those living in it.
People with their materialistic
and prideful ways.
The world should be
destroyed.
Shun the world
Because the world shuns you.
People shunning other people.
Shun the world.
Damned be the terrorists who
blow up planes,
For words, '
Propaganda
For an in sign ificant, petty
idea.
Young innocent people,
.Are killed before life began

"1t',

LAST STAND
Before they experienced love
and joy.
They died for no purpose other
than
A mad societies idea.
People kill other people.
No reason for this.
People were given lives to life
and explore.
NOT TO EXPLOIT AND TO
KILL.
People are too materialistic.
Depend too much on how
others view them.
Others who ·KNOW
NOTHING,
STUPID CONTROLLING THE
- STUPID.
People are too prideful,
They forfeit opportunities ofjoy,
For pride.
A useless state of being.
It hampers your thoughts.

Don't
BeA
Chicken!

SOCIETY
Golden Key National Honor Society is an international academic organization committed to
recognizing and encouraging scholastic achievement. The 235 chapters around the country and in
Australia are also active in community services on
a national and local level. To become a member
students must have completed at least 61 credits,
minimum 28 completed at Baruch, and attain a GPA
of3.25 or higher. The programs and activities ofthe
Baruch College Chapter are open to all students.
The officers of the chapter can be contacted
through the Dean of Students Office, 360 PAS, Room
1702, (212)802-6820.

This damn planet needs
individual people.
Those who do what is
necessary.
People who believe in
happiness.
Dismiss the wor ld.

Thursday, Sept. 26, 1998

WEST INDIAN CULTURAL CLUB

Baruch

CoI/~e

9:30 am -- 2:45 pm StudentA
Room 1542 tr«»
({i7(h:Zj~/u~
j/:.~~~
3GO Park Avenue So.

·
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We extend an invitation to all Baruch students
for our Back To School PARTY on Friday
September 20, 1996 in room 1422 (360 PAS)
5pm to 10pm. Shed your inhibitions at the
door.
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NOT PEOPLES DAMNED
ILLUSIONS.
ILLUSIONS DESTROY THE
PLANET
PRIDE DESTROYS PEOPLE
WORDS KILL US
AND WE ARE THE VICTIMS.
We have been mocked,
BY DEATHLY TIME.
A creation of environments.
The destruction of us.
The planet should burn
With all those evil living in it,
Save yourself before,
The final rebellion begins.
These .are the confessions of
one,
'I'ick.ed off at this crummy
little world.
With tiny little useless people
living in it.
One who is part of a rebellion
of free and independent
thinkers
JUST AND TRUE.
WITH FRIENDS AND ALLIES
MORE POWERFUL THAN
YOU.
~

To those of you
Who are evil and uncaring,
Full of hate·
""
You should only die.
BE GONE WITH YOU
BE GONE WITH ALL OF
YOU ...

Ignore this disaster of a
planet.
And accept the joys of the
world.
Experience your personal
reality.

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR

HEY CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
BE PART OF THE HAPPINGS PAGE.
LET EVERY ONE KNOW THAT YOU Af7\E ON CAMPUS.
T·
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art of The Ticker's new
feature; Date Link. Th
things needed .are a
ription of yourself and w
are looking for. Your na
d phone number will also be
quired but they will not be
inted in the newspaper.
Bring all relevant material to th
e of The Ticker (Rm. 15
PAS); E-Mail:
e ticker@scsu.sitea.baruch.cun~,
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Remember- Finance? ~ .. ~ ..
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ACCRUED(INTERE,ST)~

ANNUITY
ASSETS
BANKRUPTCY,
BEAR
BOND

,

I
1

BULL

CALL(OPTION)
COMMON(STOCK)
CONTINUOUS (MARKET)
CONVERTIBLE(BOND)
COUPON
DEBENTURE
DIVIDENDS
DOWJONES
FACE
GNP

IMPLICIT(INTEREST
RATE)
INTEREST
INTRINSIC
INVEST,
MUNICIPALCBONDS)
NYSE
ODD LOT
PAR

PAYBACK
PREFERRED(STOCK)
PREMIUM
PROFITS
PUT(OPTION)
SAVINGS
SEC
SECURITY
(STOCK)SPLITS
STOCK
THIRD (MARKET)

v
D
ME-IT!!
Jean-Claude Van Damme returns with another actioner.
By Manny Rodriguez

Jean-Claude Van Damme is
back with another action flick. This
one goes by the name, "Maximum
Risk," and features Van Damme as
another good guy armed with incredible martial arts skills and
weak English. So why do I like this
picture?
Jean-Claude's last effort, "The
Quest," was his directorial debut
and highlighted all the problem's
with Van Damme's previous efforts
in film. His shortcomings really lie
in his acting abilities~' Contrary to
popular belief, you don't need to
speak English, or any language,
well to act well. Van Damme's
acting is naturally wooden and
devoid of depth. He fails to bring
out any alternative or unique reactions to his character interpretations. Because of this, he is typecast as a good- guy with incredible,
martial arts skills and weak English.
,
"Maximum Risk" follows our
hero Alain Moreau through New
York and back to his country France
in his efforts to discover who mur-

Jean-C~ude Van Damme gets ready to blow away the
competition in "Maximum Risk."

dered his .long lost twin brother,
When he arrives in New York he
teams 'up with" his brother's girlfriend played byNatasha Henstridge
("Species"). Needless to say, the
story is not unique in any way and
Henstridge doesn't bring much to

thetableexceptherbeauty. However, her .role is written rather
thin 'and is cliched.' .'
You'll want to watch this movie
for 'the action and nothing more.
In this case, it's good because most
ofthis movie is action with pauses

in between to explain it. As usual,
Van Damme's stunt work is excellent. His moves are very sharp,
unique and fun to watch (as op- .
posed to the slap-happy style "of
Steven Seagal).
This film is directed by Ringo
Lam. The Asian director, who has
worked with stars like Jackie Chan
and Chow Yun Fat, brings a hyper
paced, low angle, quick shot type
of style which is virtually reminiscent of Michael Bay's, "The Rock."
At times I had difficulty making
out what was happening in certain action sequences but, summarily, I was not disappointed.
Lam is very creative and there
are a great number of exciting
action scenes in this film. My
favorite being a fight scene Van
Damme has in an elevator near
the end of the film.
At the end of this film, your
opinion of Van Damme will not
change. He is still a below average, very muscular actor. What I
do know is that this movie is
entertaining and is a good way to
kill two hours if you're bored.

Fibn Analysis

"Sophie's Choice" Or Our Choice
By Andrew Huang

NOTE: Words in parentheses are not included!
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I didn't watch "Sophie's Choice"
when it first came ourbecause I
thought it was a woman's movie.
'What with the words "Sophie" and
"choice" in the title and a soft lens
shot of a smitten Meryl Streep lying horizontally holding Kevin
Kline's arms in the movie poster.
Sophie's sexual choice? Not exactly. It was one of those ecstatic
moments when I discovered ajewel
of a film that deserves more attention.
A story about a woman who,
while haunted by WWII memories,
must come to terms with her mentally unstable lover and an infatuated aspiring writer, Sophie's
Choice is a rare melange of flashbacks, memories, and present
struggles that has the delicate
beauty of a sonnet and the harrowing depth of an epic.
One of the most astonishing
moments of the movie is when
'Sophie recounts her, past to the
neighbor writer. Through a mega
close-up that lets us fully savor the
angular, dignified facial structure
of Meryl Streep, Sophie reflects to
the neighbor writer her deeply buried past. This speech feels more

like a conversation rather than a
monologue, with the spontaneity of
the moment and Streep's smoldering emotion. Only a movie, with its
capacity for a super close-up, can
provide this kind of magical moment when the audiences can actually read the emotions behind the
actor's eyes. It's a prolonged orgasm, an emotional exchange ofbody
fluid, a moment when the actor and
audiences reach across the screen to
feel and explore each other. Meryl"
Streep's every wink, every sign, every slight frown, every eye twitch,
every contemplative leer, and every
twist of her lips, so effectively conveys the woman drowned in her sorrow, pain and precious joy.
Streep has never been better
than this. She is all translucent
beauty that conveys the allure and
dignity ofthis Polish genteel woman
who chose not to conform with the
evil of the society and must face the
consequence. She portrays this conflicted, angst-ridden woman with a
raw emotion that is rarely seen in
ther later roles that are too often
eclipsed by too much cerebral accuracy.
The cinematography breathes

with delicacy and archaic aes- individual to do when the whole
thetic, often making Streep look society decides to commit a crime
like a figure from classical paint- on the massive scale? Often the
mgs.
sober ones are the one who are
Sophie's journey from a re- outside the politics of the world,
spected Nazi officer's daughter to those who could not profit from the
a prisoner of the concentration pains of others, or those whose
camp reeks of a tongue-in-cheek consciousness won't allow them to
silliness ofreal life's sorrow. Here do that. A price must be paid for
is not a Jewish woman who is having a consciousness that is too
imprisoned for her non-Aryan sober. Someone has to bleed for
gene. Here is a woman who the wrong of the society. And the
bungles up her father's political martyrs are often the damaged
lecture transcription because she people, the outsiders, the damned,
feels wrong about the suggested the underdogs, who decide the
solution to the Jewish problem. damage must stop with them.
She went to the black market to These underdogs' flaws - Sophie's
buy som~ ham, thinking some trauma and Nathan's mental illmeat would invigorate her ailing ness- come to symbolize the hope
mother. To sneak the ham back to ofhuman beings. It's only in one's
her mother by train, she disguised weakness and pain of the underherself as pregnant and hid the privileged. It's in the outcasts
ham in the womb. But she got where we can find the faith in
caught. She said, "they didn't humanity again. Sophie and
arrest me because I was wrong. Nathan's death in the end, with
The arrested me because I was sadness, suggests that the only
a f ralid."
.
justice is to be found outside this
Layers after layers of crime, material world. The underlying
anger and guilt are unveiled. In message is also that, what really
the end, we come to realize matters lies in the eternal spirit
Sophie's choice is also 'every hu- rather than the temporary politics
man being's choice. What -is an of the living.
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The "Ld.ter-ary" Section for Baruch's Artists
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Untitled 2

(f)

Artist: A Tribe Called Quest
Album: Beats, Rhymes and
Life
Label: Jive
Rating: ~ ~ !" ~

Darkness

Q)

.0

E
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0..
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I never experienced innocence,
All too quickly
I was forced to learn
What life was all about,
Pain, loss and disappointment.
I never dreamed of magic kingdoms,
never pictured myself a fairy princess.
I, instead, had nightmares
filled with the hues black and blue
Mamma said "there always comes a time
when you must pay, your dues."
I may have been young,
very young,
But I was aware,
acutely aware of the world,
and the people that surrounded me,
not only did I see,
I also had the misfortune of
, understanding,
I understood the conniving nature of man
the greed and the selfishness that lives
deep in us all.
While an adolescent found his pleasure
I was robbed ofyet another treasure,
I tasted my own blood,
I felt the tearing of my own flesh
and all this before
I was even old enough
to pick out my own dress.
So now Treaiize
I did not lose my innocence
I was robbed of it, and I was so
young it was so easily taken away,
there is a little girl locked up, hidden inside
I keep her there for her protection,
I keep her there to satisfy my
womanly pride.

Sometimes I'm so quiet.
You might think I'm a bore
I can sit for what seems to be
a never ending eternity
Zoning out, away from what's around me.
Once the gears are in motion,
Once the fuel starts to burn
to the workings of this machine,
My attention instantly turns,
, I give -the picture of my present
emotion.
My complete, my sincerest devotions,
Sometimes these pictures are tragic
and they make me cry,
Tears driven by anger
or induced by pride,
These tears they will never
fall in front ofprying eyes.
Often, and easily I close the doors,
I do this when I can't deal
with what's going down,
When the present scenario
does nothing but make this little
girl frown.
I do have some very good days
I've had my share of rockin' nights,
When I'm full of energy,
When rve been resurrected,
brought back to life,
Free as the open sea,
Cooler than the sweetest Caribbean breeze,
This is what I'd like to believe
Is really the real me.
These bi-polar emotions I've" learned to accept,
I learned this lesson.

-Valerie Rizzocascio

Darkness comes to those who ask for it,
but it also comes to those who don't
deserve to live in it.
Those who believe in darkness, will live
in it forever and if they love it, they
will live in it for all eternity.
People who fear darkness are afraid for their
lives because they can't face themselves ever
again in daylight.

We all must live in darkness to enjoy life. If
we don't do this, then all is lost because we
will be afraid for our lives for the rest of
eternity.

-Juan Raposo

Ha12Piness
Happiness is a wonderful gift. It is a gift
that
is treasured for a lifetime.
God gave us the gift of happiness, so that
mankind
can learn to get along together and to also
appreciate life.
But, at what price, will people go to achieve
their
own happiness? I guess people uiill go to any
length
and use any means possible to achieve their
happiness,
even if it means hurting other people.

,

-Juan Raposo

t

Artist: Sadat X
Album:· Wild Cowboys
Label: Loud
Rating: tf"':- ~ :0112 tJ1"t

-Valerie Riezocascio '

As the darkness falls upon the city, the creatures
of the night overlook the shadowy figures walking on
the sidewalks. They stand, waiting, in the alleyways,
icaiting for their victim.
Suddenly, the creatures watch this long-figured shadow
walking doum the sideioalh, on this cold misty night.
Little did they realize that this shadowy figure was
waiting for these creatures to attack to give them a
big, nasty surprise. Chills ran up and down their
spines, as the creatures waited for the right moment
to attack. Then, suddenly without warning, they jumped
down and surrounded this figure in the alleyway. Then,
all you hear, "Oh, yeah? Let's play!"
Silence overcomes the city. You wonder, "What happened
to the night creatures? What happened to the shadowy
figure they attacked?" The sun starts to rise and as
the light uncovers the mysteries of the previous night,
we can see that the creatures of the night were...
well..VO[J [igu re it ou t .
Fill in your oun i-ersion of the ending. Remember, ue
all Iuu-e "creatures" lurking inside of us. \Ve just
don't know uih en the)' uiill appear.

-Juan Raposo
Note from the Editors:
As you may have noticed, "Translations" has returned to The Ticker Arts &
Entertainment section. We welcome all
forms of literature, photographs and any
art work that you feel the Baruch College
audience would benefit from viewing. We
would like to th~k Valerie Rizzocascio
and Juan Raposo for continuing to submit their work. Thank you.
• ··,·
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While being hypnotized by a pendulum
sunngtng,
Up and down
from the right to the left,
What I've learned is
There's nu force in the world
that can control an individual's
emotional sh ifts
Under currents of change,
Whose patterns are constantly rearranged,
So when I'm aware,
My head is crystal clear,
And when I'm blinded
My senses are stifled because
I've had one too many beers.
But fortunately when things seem
to be at their worst,
There's an inner angel
and she whispers softly in my ears.
"Life is a complicated and confusing
equation.
You must never ever give in to
your Frustrations
Just take a step back, think out
the situation
Take some time,
double check, reevaluate
and perfect
your original calculations
Then you can get to any desired
destination. "

-Valerie Rizzocascio
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Today, I pretended I was t n
some big old palace,
Mv mother was my servant and
my father was my bodyguard.
The rice and beans were different because I changed the
taste,
Nou: they taste like some expensiue dish made by Wolfgang,
The KOOL AID turned into
wine and mother was speaking
English,
I wore the latest clothing styles
like the kids on television,
My skin was lighter and all
my friends lived in big houses
t mi ne still being the biggest),
Everything wasjust like it supposed to be and it was great ...
Den my mutha shook me and
tal' me in Spanish 2 stop
d a y d re a m i n ' an' den all da
KOOL AID ended up spill.in' on
nle ...

-Manny Rodriguez

WE NEED YOU
BABY!!!
Manny and Anthony
want more Baruch
students to write for
Translations. Send
your work to The
Ticker.
Call us at 802-6800
I
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Many groups have difficulty in
constructing a particular sound.
From "Peoples Instinctive Travels... "to "Midnight Marauders", A
Tribe Called Quest have successfully evolved through a consistent
jazzy, boom bap vibe. They have
always had intelligent perspectives
on life and on their fourth album,
"Beats, Rhymes and Life ," they
boldly stand against all the ignorance in pop rap ideology today. As
Q- Tip says on "Get a Hold," MCs
aren't prophets, he and Tribe try to
reflect ghetto life not predict it and
cannot save the ghettos because of
it. One of A.T.C.Q.'s important
themes are that they should be
listened to and appreciated for their
abilities to reflect our ghetto lives
creatively and entertain simultaneously. ,A.T.C.Q.'s maturity is
also seen with their view on hip
hop culture and its relation to life.
They show that hip hop culture
doesn't cover every aspect of life
and it is ignorant to think its most
predominately recurring themes by
its most pop-ular rappers (drinking, smoking, and chicken hitting)
a re the keys to life. Lyrically, Phife
g i ve s h i s b e s t
performances(particularly on
"Baby Phife's Return") despite Q-

"""II

j

I

A horrible trend in hip hop is
when exceptional groups break up
after making superb work together.
Such is the case with Brand
Nubian. After the classic, "One for
All ," Brand Nubian's Grand Puba
Maxwell went solo and left Sadat
X, and Lord Jamar to be Brand
Nubian. The new Brand Nubian
has made respectable music but
not quite as good. Grand Puba, as
well, has made quality music but
again not on the level of the original Brand Nubian. Brand Nubian,
however, does plan on reuniting
for a new album. Until then, there
is the release of Sadat X's "Wild
Cowboys. " On "One for All " the
key to success was that each member excelled at utilizing only their
strongest assets. As a result, Brand
Nubian had the excellent mix of
hardcore, Pro-Black, anti-establishment upfiftmentf Lord Jamar),
an everyday ghetto observational,
B-Boy, cultural essencetSadat X) ,
and a combination of the two uniting the group with obvious vocal
leadership (Grand Puba). With·
Sadat X on his own, one expects a
!3-Boy perspective which consists
of a lot of freestyling, shoutouts,
and some reflective observation of
life. What "Wild Cowboys" gives
us is a Sadat X that has lost no
talent but doesn't use all facets of
his repertoire enough. Most of the
album is filled with Sadat X
freestyling about his lyrical abilities, positive way oflife, and giving
shoutouts to his numerous peeps.

Tip taking most ofthe load. Q-Tip,
as a result, emerges as the thematic conveyor and star of the album. Like De La Soul, Q-Tip as
well as Phife, show strength in
their fearlessness in expressing
positivity as the key to fighting
these devils. Guest MC Consequence fits well within the musical
tones set by A.T.C.Q.. and holds
his own as a promising, improving
MC. Musically, the Ummah (the
title they use as a collective production unit) continues to excellently elevate their midnight,
ghetto intellectual style. The sampling focuses on tight basslines
with very sharp, clear breakbeats.
The breakbeats shine due to the
hard kicks and snares that literally become the signature of each
song. Songs like "The Pressure, "
"1 nee Again, " and "Crew " have
such loud, crisp snares that you
identify the song with that and not
the hook. This is truly difficult and
helps to classify"Beats, Rhymes and
Life" the best breakbeat album of
the year. Their production also
allows you to focus on Q-Tip's reflective ideology and Phife's spitfire freestyling while keeping your
head bobbing. All their production
ideas including the rare R&B hooks
all work well in making another
high quality album by one of the
top five hip hop artists ofthe 1990's.

-Edward Rodriguez
However, he does not give enough
reflective observation the ghetto
life that he appreciates so much
culturally. Sadat X's biggest asset
has always been and continues to
be his easily identifiable voice and
punctuation of it on a well timed
flow. The production is varied consisting of Buckwild, Diamond D,
DJ Ogee, Alamo, Ali Malek, Minnesota, Ant Greene Father Time,
Da Beatminerz, Showbiz, and Pete
Rock. Despite the variety, many of
the tracks overuse the piano as a
hook and many tracks are fillers
even though the producers weren't
overworked. Guest MCs Shawn
Black and Money Boss Players
prove they are all well trained MCs
in as far as flow and stylistic quality. Overall, Sadat X is an excellent MC who is at his best with
Brand Nubian where he can elevate his content and commentary
and show that he is one of the
better MCs in hip hop. "Wild Cowboys" has some really good tracks
("The Lump Lump, " "Game's Sober, a "Stages and Lights, " "The
Hashout," "Escape from New York,
" etc. ) and is a good buy for fans of
Sadat X and Brand Nubian.

of

-Edward Rodriguez
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Artist: Nas
Album: It Was Written
Label: Columbia

Dr.Dre clearly shows that the is an
excellent producer in that he makes
excellent music. The track howRating:Oeee1/2~ ever is ,typical of cliched "West
Coast" production in that it is slopNas' debut' album, "Illmatic, " pily equalized as well. Contrary to
was an easy rated classic. With the "West" cliche, it isn't wack.
legendary production (Extra P, DJ However, what makes this the most
Premier, Pete Rock, Q-Tip) and the important album of 1996 is that is
best poetry hip hop has had in reflects the life and times ofghetto
years, Nas was hailed as ,the next youth ofcolor. Nas, with his ineffilegend. Is "It Was Written " a ciency to freestyle on a high level or
classic? No, but it is of classical make lyrically deep, old school jams
quality. Why not? The production likeKRS-One or Rakim instead
isjust not of the same quality as in stays with his strength. Nas'
"Illmatic", Trackmasters does most strength is being arguably the most
ofthe worktalong with Live Squad, insightful poet that hip hop has
L.E.S., Havoc of Mobb Deep, DJ ever had. Either by taking a close
Premier, and Dr.Dre) and hit and listen or reading them, the lyrics
miss throughout the album. This are truly poetry broken into stanis the best work Trackmasters have zas by each chorus. N as has the
ever done and they produce a hand- ability to poeticize urban life and
ful of classics.
However, its themes both abstractly ("My
Trackmasters have had the habit niggas never snitch, why tell We
of making beats that last weeks roll with no regrets, destiny's fifty's
not years. With the wack R&B and equities Queens will be the
laced tracks like LL Cool J's death of me"- "Suspect" ) and
"Loungin Remix" (or is it the R&B concretely("I'm a fulfill my dream!
laced LL Cool J). The commercial if I conceal my schemel then presearch and mistakes on the pro- cisely I'll build my cream"-"Street
duction are not solely done by Dreams"). There is no overestiTrackmasters. For example, "The mating how high the level N as is
Message' (T'rackmasters l and "Si- lyrically. N as' true tal€ffi4>i-s-his
lent Murder " (Live Squad) have ability to show remorse forthe life
excellent samples found yet they he lives without sounding opporare drowned out with sirens and tunist. N as would sound opporweak hooks or are barely used, tunist if he condemned drug dealrespectively. With other greats ing, killing, and crime while glorilike De La Soul and A Tribe Called fying it in other songs. Nas, inQuest being able to produce tracks stead, tells you through stories or
that reflect their personalities so straight out that what he doesis
well the difference
easily seen wrong but it seems 'and at times it
with Nas' production. Despite the is the only way. This admission of
sharp criticism, it is certainly well his contradictions makes his lyrics
above average and has its excel- a mirror of the ghettos he is from.
lent moments such as "Live Nigga The production does not blend well
Rap " (Havoc), "Street Dreams at times with Nas and is only well
"(Trackmasters), "I Gave You Power above average, yet Nas gives a fair
a
(DJ Premier's only work here). , chance to the argument that "It
The most talked about production Was Written" is a classic
work is "Nas is Coming" by Dr.Dre.
-Edward Rodriguez
and toughness to go with Shug's
'Az-tiat: Big Shug
deep throated kick-ass freestyle.
Single: Crush b/w Official
With Inspecta Deck ("Crush the
Label: Payday
MCs who scream they keep it real")
1/2
Rating:
and LinQue ("So very hardcore/
The only exception to accepting that ya hit the hard floor") sam ples,
work with below average lyrical this track seems totally unique
content is DJ Premier. DJ Premier despite having all of Premier's exis clearly the best hip hop producer pected elements.. Big Shug is an
of all time. From his Gang Starr above average rapper who has poclassics ("Manifest," "Dwyck ," tential. His voice is very powerful
"Take It Personal") to the list of and his pronunciation is excellent.
other works (KRS- One's "Mes Act He therefore, has a strong presLike They Don't Know," "Crooklyn ence and an enjoyable punctuated
Dodgers 2," Das EFX's "Real Hip style. His content is just hardcore
Hop," etc.) he has created numer- filler and would just be an east
ous classics. He has not only revo- coast demo without the Primo
lutionized sample scratching on track. The B-side, "Official," feachoruses but really influenced ev- tures Ed O.G. and Scientific and is
ery great breakbeat maker today. produced by Bless One. This is a
Today, Premier does most of his very worthy B-side with its night
work for the Gang Starr founda- time east coast styled track, with
tion. Ranging from legens Guru all 3 MCs representing with slow,
and Jeru the Damaja, superstar calculated rough rhymes. Their
. Bahamadia, to the mediocre and lyrical skills are refined but lack of
wack - Group Home's Lil' Dap and content keeps the song somewhat
Melachi, he has shown versatility. boring. Buy this single for the
Now comes Big Shug's "Crush." Primo track.
The track is vintage Premier. The
-Edward Rodriguez
bassline is similar to 'his work on
Group Home's "Tha Realness," but
Write for the Arts &
is slightly shorter and is accompaEntertainment Section.
nied by an ·extremely tight, crisp
Call Manny or Anthony
breakbeat. The swiftly' passing si802-6800
ren .gives the track its character
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"The Beast getting paid to not
.J:J
bust... »
E
Q)
O. C. - "Crooklyn Dodgers 2"
0.
"Black slave turn Black cop is not
Q)
(/)
logical. .. »
KRS-One - " Black Cop"
"This pig harassed the whole
neighborhood... This pig's steady
eating doughnuts while some
muthaf**ckas out robbing your
'
h orne... "
Cypress Hill - "Pigs"
A certified enemy of the Black
and Latino in America is the police. Studies done by Amnesty International show that most ofthose
killed by police are La tina or Black.
In the ghettos, these ratios are
incredibly high favoring the destruction of the Black and Latino.
Those who are mentally weak,
blind, or racist towards these facts
think that this proves that the ghettos are battlegrounds. You may
think that thejob of the police is to
protect and serve the community,
incl uding the ghetto. The only thing
that the police does correctly is
their job. However, that cannot be
positive if you know their job.
Thejob of the police, and this is
best seen in the ghettos, is tocontrol each community in a way that
preserves the current order. If
there is a new world order, this is
part of it and will be increased.
~

Q)

.J

The swine's objective is to keep
crime and poverty's problems away
from the establishment-the
wealthy and powerful. This means
that they actually prevent crime
where the real Americans live.
That sounds good yet they also
keep everyone they think is a nigger
or spic or anything related away
from this sector of society.
Long ago, the devils realized
this would be easier if they kept all
the undesirables of society, who
keep society functioning, in controlled areas. Thus, the creation of
the ghetto. This leads to displacement of Blacks in Harlem, South
Bronx, etc., the Puerto Ricans in
Spanish Harlem, Sunset Park,
Brooklyn: Hello, I'm out ofmy cage).
Any new group of needed but unwanted minorities eventually are
dumped in these places or elsewhere.
The pigs do not concern themselves with crime prevention or
quickly answered emergency calls,
but in tallying death toll figures,
cash/giving tickets), and .squashing any percieved riots(refer to the
peaceful protest against CUNY
budget cuts). The police institution, law enforcement, also benefit
from stressed out, racist, and/or
hateful cops who harass us into the
maintaining of our poverty status.

The real ignorance comes when
Blacks and Latinos .decide theyare
going to revolutionize the way of
life in the ghetto by becoming cops.
Their reasoning is that they will
change things and actually prevent crime. Preventing crime
would actually be changing the
laws of society. Black and Latino
cops want to uphold the written
law of America when these are the
laws that keep us securely placed
in chaos. You cannot change the
laws of a corrupt society if you
enforce them.
Today, we have racist Black
and Latino cops doing the work of
the swine perfectly. They harass,
arrest, beat and even kill
unjustly(i.e. Anthony Baez). These
minority cops have added stress as
they later realize that they can
only enslave their own. The minority cop feels he/she can rehabilitate his ghetto and its ignorance by
showing the right way. However,
he/she is restricted by rules and
regulations that favor incarceration as oppossed to rehabilitation.
A cop's job is not to help drug dealers stop dealing, but contain them.
His/her job is not to see why youth
shoplift or hop turnstiles but to
arrest or ticket them heavily. Promotions aren't granted for helping
people but for collecting collars.

Good cops that try to do otherwise
are using powers not granted them.
This is the reason even good cops
arrest everyone at particular
scenes, give $60 tickets for holding
train doors, and arrest and beat
crowds that protest peacefully.
Their power is to arrest and if-they.
are in a Black andlor Latino neighborhood they can only imprison us.
The way to revolutionize our ghettos into freedom is to fight against
oppression, not become it.
It is sickening to perceive the
poverty stricken lands ofBushwick,
Brooklyn, Corona, Queens, etc. as
a waste that cannot be saved. When
we view these neighborhoods in
this fashion, we accept all the horrible measures that the police inflict upon us. It is not easy to live
life with caution towards thugs,
playa haters, and the police also. It
is something that we have not survived. The police, and those that
support their measures, need to be
challenged" now. Our lives can no
longer depend on the mercy of the
badge bearer.
Rest in Peace to all my Black
and Latino peoples' who have died
at the hands ofthe Beast. Vaya con
Dios.

notes in quick bits, arid always ·often concentrate on oversimpli- protected merchandise, who doesn't
make trouble and never ends up in
~t's been three years since Toni
savvy and acute like a street roam- fied, bubblegum, sentiments.
Braxton's debut album conquered ing kid. This swiftness, almost a
With the powerhouse producer scandalous tabloid pages. HowBillboard's charts. This hiatus lack of patience for slower forming Babyface on board producing most ever, that's not what we want our
seems especially long for a singer things, translates into an awkward- of the tracks, Secret features the stars to be. We want our start to
who has made her print on the pop ness of phrasing with slow tempo slickest production available. In have strong personas, to represent
music landmark but, has not ex- songs. Sometimes you just wish fact, the production is so merci- something. While Braxton's
actly established herself as a su- she would hold a note a little bit lessly slick and Braxton's vocals so tightly controlled career is safe
perstar. Well, for those who have longer, thus making that melan- unflinchingly suave, that it almost for her it's not so much fun for
doubted about Braxton's endur- choly feeling even more heart- becomes sterile, much like her fans. It would not be an
ance, her new album Secret puts wringing, and allowing you to en- Braxton's persona. There is not exaggeration to say that Meryl
all the doubt to rest. She is here to joy longer. But she doesn't give in. one mistake made here, no cheese Streep has more star persona
stay.
As demonstrated in "There's No Me factor, no camp, no little self-indul- then Toni Braxton. She is so
In her latest' effort Braxton Without You," a ballad about the gence. And not much fun either. determined to hide behind her
glams up and mellows down. Gone pain of losing a lover, she swiftly This album shows off the incred- art that the public know next to
are the days of androgynous short snaps "bye bye" when I was expect- ible restrain and stamina of the nothing about Toni Braxton.
hair and hard-edged style. With ing her to croon slowly "good bye." singer and the producers. Every- She is a start without a persona
her hair grown to a tantalizing She is as sparing in holding a note thing is calculated so well and the (not even mysterious)-a faceless
shoulder length, coupled with vo- as she is disciplined in making her end result is so cruelly immaculate singer that the audiences don't
lu ptuous lip glow and sensuous album.
that is becomes a delicate work of know much about and thus canmake-up, she is a born again seBraxton walks a perfect bal- crystal sculpture, exquisite and not care too much about.
Toni Braxton certainly has the
ductress poised to entice. And she ance between a singer and beautiful, yet icy and hard to touch.
succeeds. Her new musical tastes songwriter for a R&B diva. As Listeners are expected to see this chops to sing and the pyhsique
shift toward mellower, deeper con- with her first album, she co-writes as a work of art without too much to carry glamour. But until she
wants to come closer to her autemplation for the slow tempos, a few songs here while leaving most emotional involvement.
and grittier, heavier R&B rhythm ofthe songs to the established writIts star, Toni Braxton, is suf- diences, this artist's art could
for the up tempos. A pronounced ers. The quality control is flawless. fering from the same syndrome. So not go across to the audiences
difference is especially shown in The songs she co-writes also hap- far she is a singer cultivated and hearts easily. She is still a seher taste for ballads. Secret is pen to be some of the strongest marketed by Babyface. A well- cret waiting to be discovered.
inundated with meaty adult-ori- tracks. A stand out is 'Talking in
entedballads that are well armed His Sleep.," a luscious lullaby in
the vein of Madonna and Janet
for heavy duty chart climbing.
Braxton is one of the few R&B Jackson's sexually explicit songs.
divas who feel equally at home with But there is a twist. This song is
ballads and dance tunes. While about an extra marital affair, about
Writers needed for the fall!!! Submit articles, letters,
Ms. Houston and Ms. Carey often a man uttering another woman's
poetry, photographs, short fiction, or any ideas to the
feel overstretching when tackling name in his sleep. Instead of all
Arts section. We also have free screenings to films and
dance numbers, Braxton's brisk corne-ons, Braxton digs into the
will reimburse you ifyou are willing to review movies
vocal style lends her full street ironic nature of human relationcurrently playing in theaters. Make an appointment
credibility to carry the hard- ship and the subtleties. Braxton is
with Manny and Anthony to discuss this and other
edgedness and verve of up tern po credited with the entire lyrics-a
aspects ofthe A & E section. Leave a message at Room
songs. Her throaty voice works very impressive feat. She handles
1522, 360 Park Avenue South or call us at 802-6800
, like a whip, now lashing out in adult, complicated materials betspiraling swirls, now hitting on the ter than other R&B divas who too

By Andrew Huang

WHERE ARE YOU?

.

Play ball!!
Yep, it's that time of the year in
mid-September where pennant fever comes alive and the baseball
season takes off. It's the time of the
year in which the Yanks at home
finally take on their most fierce
rivalry: the Baltimore Orioles. The
three game series will not necessarily translate into a ''winner takes
all series" but their will be electricity going on at Yankee stadium in a
September classic. But, to what do
we have to thank this excitement?
To what can we attribute at least
two extra ball parks in the American league filling up every game in
late September? There must be a
reason for it! If your a baseball fan
you look each and every day at the
Baltimore, Boston, Seattle and
Chisox box scores this late in the
season. It's the phenomenon of the
wild card spot, and its bringing late
season baseball back to the way it
once was; exciting, intense and competitive.
When the wild card was introduced people complained that it
infringed on the tradition of baseball. Fans were upset about having
three divisions instead ofthetraditional two. But I think it's finally
easy to say that the wild card is
bringing this game back to life.
It's cool that a team in one division has to worry about the standings of another team in a different
division,
At the end of every season there
will only be one team in first place
in a division, but there will be one
wild card spot in the league.
In the National league this season there is a tight race between LA
and San Diego for the Western Division title, and the looser of those
two, Montreal and Houston for the
remaining wild card spot. In the
American League, the Red Sox, who
have been on a tear since the AlIStar break, the Chicago White Sox
who are in the central division and
have been fading as of late, and the
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Hip-Hop Editorial By Edward Rodriguez
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Seattle Mariners are all still seriously believing that they are in contention for that wild card spot. But
the Orioles are the team that are
presently in the drivers seat and
have been causing the most headache for the Yanks.
After the series in which the Yankees went to Camden Yards in Baltimore and swept the Orioles in a
four game series it seemed that the
Yankees put away their pesky pursuers.The Orioles were twelve and
a halfgames back and were thought
of as in baseball purgatory. The
wild card even seemed a long shot
for the ''beat up Birds". But luckily
for the Orioles the Yankees choked
and the Birds made a most improbable six week surge.
The Orioles stopped bicker-ing
amongst themselves and stuck
to what they knew best: hitting..
They are a team that have already nine players that have
twenty or more homers this season.
The team as whole this
season already broke the 1961
Yankees record of having more
than 240 homers in a season,
and have not been letting up.
Being a powerhouse, their is not
a pitcher out there that is not
afraid of them.
But, if you had to compare the
Orioles and Yankees it would
seem pretty obviou,s that the
Yanks (even with their pitching
staff being of late in tatters) still
have the better of the two pitching staffs. Having only two reliable starting pitchers, Petitte
and Cone, is leaving many Yankee fans still doubt, whether its
enough to torment the Birds during their powerfest remains. The
old question of which is more
crucial: offense or defense, will
become a major factor in this
fight for the American League
East title.
Come on, you have to admit it.
This wild card thing isn't that
bad after all. In fact it's exciting!
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By Eric Wright
Missing: One 12 game lead. If
you have any clues as to where
it is please contact Joe Torre at
I-BOO-DON'T Choke. The Yankees are hanging on' to their
playoff lives by the diving glove
of Reuben Rivera,·: the horrid
fielding of Ruben Sierra, and
the B R.B.I. game of Bernie Wil.Iiams.. Let's take a look at our
pitching as of late:
First, I know, David Cone is
back and that he threw 7 no-hit
innings, but did anyone happen
to see his second outing? Nothing says shelled like a four run
first inning.
Andy Petite is a stellar starter
and, at 20-8, has hardly disappointed. His 13-3 record after
Yankee losses gives the Yankees their first stopper since,
dare I say it, Ron Guidry. He
really needs to have the September that he had last year so
that the Yankees can be propelled worry-free into the playoffs.
Jimmy Key, now at.11-10, has
given the Yankees 11 more wins
than they might have thought
in the beginning of the year, but
his 10 losses aren't all that
tempting. In his defense, Greg
"Cy Young" Maddux is 13-10 and
I would still put Maddux on the
mound to pitch my big game.
Kenny Rogers. Is he still in
the starting rotation? After
stringing together a couple of
wins in July his recent trend of
horrid starts have us all wondering one thing: Did the fact
that Texas choked last year at

the end of the season have an
effect on him, because most of
his 17 wins last year came after
the 2nd half of the season when
the pressure was off?
Graeme Lloyd, one word,
three letters: B-A-D. I don't
care if he is hurt, for I find it
hard to believe that anyone can
. get themselves into a position
where their E.R.A. is 81.82.
How do you spell batting practice? D-W-I-G-H-T G-O-O-D-EN. So much for that no-hitter in
May, huh? In his last outing he
went the distance- of the average Graeme Lloyd appearance.
I could go in there and pitch 2/3
of an inning and not give up a
three run lead, I promise. The
Yankees managed to bail him
out of another loss, and it seems
that Dr. Coke is once again in
need of an inspirational outing.
One last point of interest, this
being the football kind. I realize that Ronnie Lott is one of
the greatest defensive players
of all time and that he is greatly
respected, but will he just let
the kids play. In the Daily
News, it was reported that
Lott was mad at Jets rookie
wide receiver Keyshawn
Johnson because of the fact
that Johnson celebrated after
he scored the first touchdown
of his career. Well excuse me
Mr. Lott. I don't really care
what the tradition isat U.S.C.,
but if I were to score a touchdown in the N.F.L., the entire
world would know about it.
Trust me.

Rebuttals to these two gentlemen is well waranted and appreciated.
To send in your comments please e-mail the sports editor at :
The_ticker@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
or if you can't and want to drop off an opinion at the Ticker's office:
360 P.AS. Rm. 1521
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Statesmeri's Sports Schedules:
Part Two
By Joseph M. Maldarelli

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S BASKETBALL
DATE
NOV. 22
29/30
DEC. 2
4
6/7
9
JAN. 3
8
14
17/18
21
23
30
FEB. 1
3
57
12
15
17
19
23/25/28

OPPONENT

TIME

SUNY PURCHASE
Molloy Tournament
Polytechnic
U.S.M.M.A.
Emerson Tournament
YESHIVA UNIVERSITY
C.C.N.Y.
John Jay
Lehman College
St. Joseph's (L.I.) Tournament
C.C.N.Y.
STEVEN'S TECH
LEHMAN COLLEGE
Mount St. Vincent
BROOKLYN COLLEGE
JOHN JAY
Hunter College
College of S.l:
SUNY OLD WESTBURY
MEDGAR EVERS
YORK
CUNYAC Tournament

7:00
T.B.A.
8:00
7:00
T.B.A.
8:00
6:00
5:00
8:00
T.B.A.
7:00
7:00
7:00
6:00
7:007:00
6:30
7:30
2:00
7:00
7:00
T.B.A.

DATE

OPPONENT

TIME

NOV. 26
DEC. 4
JAN. 4
7
11
15
17
21
23
25
27
29

MOUNT ST. VINCENT
7:00
6:30
BROOKLYN COLLEGE
1:00
MOUNT ST. MARY'S
C.C.N.Y.
6:00
Lehman College
12:00
JOHN JAY
6:30
COLLEGE OF 8.1.
6:30
Hunter College
6:30
College of New Rochelle
7:00
2:00 - N.J.I.T.
6:30
Medgar Evers
6:30 C.C.N.Y.
31
LEHMAN COLLEGE
6:30
FEB.
YORK COLLEGE
3
6:30
Manhattanville College
6:30
5
SUNY-Old Westbury -- 2:00
8
7:00
11
MARYMDUNT COLLEGE
Hudson Valley Women's Athletic
14/15
T.B.A.
Conference Championships
John Jay
6:00
19
C.D.N.Y. Championship
24/26/28
T.B.A.
Tournament

Head Coach: Ray Rankis

Head Coach: Susan Christian

Home Court: Xavier High School
West 16th St. (between 5th & 6th Aves.)

Home Court: 6th Floor Gymnasium
17 Lexington

Note: Bold stands for Home games

Here are the Statesmen's basketball schedules, but there are a couple of corrections I would like
to address from the last issue. Number one: I would like to apologize to the Cheerleading/Dance
team which I omitted. How could I exclude the 9 year undefeated CUNY champs? Once again,
my sincerest apologies. Number two: I stated that the Ticker Sports Page would follow the
Statesmen. I wanted to cover our teams exclusively, but due to popular demand, professional
sports will be back. A couple of the columnists from last year have returned, Eric Wright and Ari
Hirsch. These two gentlemen will be featured on the inside of the backpage, while the Statesmen
will dominate the back cover (and hopefully their respective leagues).

